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ABS'PRAC~

After yearR of constant neuotiations at the Third
Nation~

Hnlten

Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS

ITI), no new cortified law for the seas has been produced.

It

anuear~

thou~h,

certain,

that countries

throU2hout the world will exercise some form of soveror national jurisdiction over an Exclusive Eco-

ei~ntv

nomic Zone

(R~Z)

extending 188 miles into the ocean

beyond a twelve mile territor.ial sea.

Included in this

jurisdiction will be the control of marine scientific
research

(~~~).

A need has arisen to establish a uni-

form nrocedure for the conduct of
advanta~es

of the coastal state, the

and the international
Obstacles in the
for

to the mutual
researchin~

state

community-at-lar~e.
~ath

of forminR a valid procedure

in coastal state EEZs have to be overcome be-

V~R

fore any success can be realized.
tion

~SR

of

coastal state

ri~ht8

over

The lack of
~SR

reco~ni

by the United

Statefll (nS) State Denartment is a paramount "red tape"
-problem for TTS scientists.

Distinctions between "fun-

damental" and "anplied" research have yet to be

uuon.

a~reed

A certain amount of trust has to develop within

each LesR Develoned Country (LDe) towards the developed
States and a means for equitable
~rowth

is required.

i~ternational

economic

......

iii
US could helD

~he

these problems by

~olve

a uniform national approach for

~SR.

creatin~

This would either

be in ulace of a comnrehensive UNCLOS treaty or used as
a transitional ap-reement until a successful UNCLOS treaty

~oes

~o

into force.
form ~uch a uolicy it is necessary to receive

inuut from all
by

partie~

nollcy.

tha~

sent to noted

r.L0S III.
ducted.

Inuut was received via questionnaires

oceano~raphers, ~overnment a~encies,

or~anization~

national

who would be directly affected

and the countries

~ertinent uer~onal

attendin~

interUN-

interviews were also con-

The library facilities of the united Nations,

Woons Hole

Oceano~rauhic

of qhode Island were also

Institution and the University
si~nificant

sourceB of infor-

mation.
The results of this research indicate that a National

~olicy

should be adouted by the US for the con-

duct of ¥5R in the
faced bv

~ZS

oce~no~rauhers

of coastal states.

The nroblems

and the develonment of the US

and LDC positions at the Ul\fr-LOS talks were very influential in nolicy develooment.
U8 should1
~rowthl

It

i~

concluded that the

commit itself to equalizinR world economic

or~anize pro~rams

of

as~istance

a national oceanopraphic control

to LDCsl form

or~anizationl

and

demand LnC commitment for proper management of MSR and
the marine environment.
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IN'T'ROT)UC'l'ION

Afte~

six

8e~sion8

of the

~hird

United Nations

r.onference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III) it is
a~narent

that one of the primary ocean interests of

the United States (US) has not been pree;erved.

The

interests of the us marine science community were ne~otiated

away, in orner to pre8erve untested US com-

mercial interests in the deep ocean and the US Navy's
ability to navigate as freely as possible.

The

ne~o

tiators' concern for these factors and the loss of
Soviet Union 8UPpOr't for freedom of marine scientific
research

(~S~)

battered.

US

in all waters has left the US scientists
are now faced with adapting

oceano~ranhers

to research conditions and requirements that indicate
freedom of scientific research is not a

~uaranteed

ri2:ht.
mhe failure of the UNCLOS talks is now a real possibility.

An urgent need has arisen in the US for a

standardized urocedure for the conduct of MSR in the
~xclusive ~conomic

requirements of all

Zone

nation~

of coastal states.

~he

for efficient and informa-

~he

universal need for this

~enerally reco~nized,

yet the methods and the

tive MSR increase dailv.
data is

(R~Z)

who, What, when ann where questions are the centeruieces for debate between the developinq and the develoued countries.

2

mhese differences may be resolved by bilateral,
multilater.al,
been

re~ional

or

~lobal a~reement8.

It has

that all marine science be placed under
1
one senarate convention- outside of the present Law
su~~ested

~he

of the Sea (LOS) discussions.
from the

LO~

talks does not appear to be a reasonable

solution on its own.
UNCLOS Committees.
tion of the
site

Science is interwoven in all the
It forms the basis for a large nor-

disa~reements

found in the Informal Compo-

Ne~otiatin~ ~ext (ICN~)

Ne~otiatin~

Texts.

to be the

s~ems

withdrawal of MSR

~o

wron~

and in the previous LOS

continue without any action also
road to follow.

~he sta~nation

of the r.onference and the continued problems faced by
scientists today, woulct indicate at least some measures
need to be taken.
active

~~R

and

~hese

encoura~e

nermit all nations to
~he

lar~e

measures would help maintain
the trust that is needed to

pro~ress

with MSR.

uortion of the ocean to be enclosed by

national claims of an

F,~Z

are also those areas of the

ocean where the rrreatest amount of MSR is conduct€d.
With the establishment of a consent
these reqions the

coa~tal

re~ime

-2

for MSR in

state could control the ac-

quisition of data that may be uertinent to its economic
rrrowth or national security.
velo~ed

world has apparently

stronq nationalistic

"'his "nower" over the dehel~ed

feelin~s

buoy the already

of many of the U)Cs.

J
~he

for

development of a stable US national policy
international

conductin~

in the

~EZ

treaty or

heln solve many

a~

a transitional

exi~tinp

a~reement,

problems.

Specifics could be

would

The conflicts of

the deeD seabed would be of no concern to
matters.

of a

whether in Dlace of a comprehensive

coa~tal ~tate,
U~r,L0S

~s~

or~anized

~F.Z

policy

to protect the

resource interests of the coastal states and simultaneously nrovide increased access to the

~EZ

for US

scientists.
~he

includet

develooment of a National Policy for MSR must
an analysis of the
~or.th

of both the
(V)Cs)
in~

MSR

and the

of the current oroblems faced
to conduct

natives to the

~S~;

exi~tin~

these 'anm~ses

of the positions

(develooed countries) and the South

in refer.ence to

attemDtin~

~rom

~rowth

ICN~t

an understand-

by oceano~raphers

and an indication of alter-

methods of international MSR.

a better. understanding of why a

national ooliey is needed and how it can be formulated
if' achieved.

1~onR~hR~

ttmhe ~uture of Scientific
ReF-oure ZOn€S1 Leza l As oec t s ;"
Inter~atio~al Lawy~;, vol. B. no. 2 (April, 1974), 252.

~esearch

in

R.

~onre,

r,onti.~uous

2Ni c hl')las ~avmonlj, "Sea Law r 'T'he Urro l.easan t Opons ;" f)~ p. a P1 World, vo l . 1, no. 1 (.January, 1978), 12.
~he imnortance of the ~~Z is not questioned by any
t i

oe AanOp'ra nhe r-s •

I
CURR~~T PRaBLR~S

OF CONDUCTING MSR

"Tn the oa s t vear UNnLS r-ec or ds indicate that

about half. of t~~ ~cheduled crui8e~ for work
in water~ over which other nation~ claim con+.rol have be~n cancelled becau~e reque~ts were
~p.nien, or have heen hinder.ed sufficiently to
nrevent the c ru i se from takin JY place."-1

Such evidence is used by the US scientific community to convince neuotiators at UNCLOS that
ranidlv

comin~

nations.

under the

ti~htenin~

a~ain

control of coastal

and aqain to the US State Department

that an extremelv severe strain is

in~

is

Scientists and research institutions have

nointed out

bud~ets

~SR

of their resnective

demands of

coa~tal

bein~

nlaced on the

or~anizations.

The increas-

states for involvement in all

asnects of a research 'Oroject and bureaucratic "red
tane" delays are primary
effectively

r~duce

crui~e~, hinderin~

rea~ons.

Such a strain can

the amount and quality of research
the possible benefits to mankind

frnm the research.

T.

PRIMARY REASONS FOq DENYING ACCESS

In a major study conrlucted by Scriops Institute
of

0ceano~ranhy

between 1971 and 1973, Judith Kildow

identified four orimary
state refusal to conduct

rea~on8
M~~

as the bases for coastal

in their waters.

These arel

1) military security, 2) bureaucratic delayst 3) concern
over resource exploi tationt and 4) political or special

6
ca~e~.-2

mhe~€ four reason~ were affected by ~olitical

influence~

~he

~econdary factor~

and other

broad unilateral

exten~ions

in all cases.

of marine juris-

diction bV many states have been used to restrict the
activi~ie~
¥s~

in

Yet,

of research

the~e re~ions.

a~

in~titutions

desirous of doing

demands are not all new.

~hese

more and more countries enforce their demands,

and as they become more comulex, the costs increase
for the researcher.

~hese

broad

re~triction~

are fre-

quently linked directly to the causes of MSR refusal
by the coastal states.
~ilitarv

Security

The" first, and most often cited reason for MSR
refusal is military security.
torious for

usin~

~he

Soviet Union is no-

this reason to deny access to their

waters,-J but many countries use it.
search vessel (R/V)
in~ton

~homnson

of the University of Wash-

soupht permission to conduct

nhvsical research in
Black Sea.

In 1969 the re-

~eolo~ical

and geo-

territorial waters in the

~urkish

Permission was denied and work had to be

accomnli~hed

outside the ureferred study area.

-4 Also

that same year, the R/V Pillsbury of the University of
~iami

rine

.wa s

qranted permission

biolo~y

research

by

nro~ram

Haiti to conduct a ma-

on Haiti's continental

shelf and the adjacent waters.
denied for fear of inva~ion.-5

Permission was later

7
~ureaucratic

ryelays

Bureaucratic delays by the US and coastal states
ham~er

research efforts.

~he

poor flow of communications

and information within the clearance systems of the researchin~

state and the host country cause these delays.

In 1970 the R/V Alaminos of
refused access to
oqranh V hvecause

0

~exican

~exas

A & M University was

waters to do physical ocean-

f 'Insu ff"lClen t no t'lce.

clear who leto blame for this denial.
have fowarded the request soon
may have lost it in their
tunatel~

enou~h,

routin~

it did not matter Who

wa~

-6

I t '1S no t

The US may not
or the Mexicans

procedures.

Unfor-

to blame.

The MSR

did not occur, and that is the oroblem.
Political or Snecial r.ases
The US State Department nlays a major role in preventin~

MSR.

re~ulations

olannin~
~he

It has a

that need to be followed by an

US

itime zones and

or~anization

oolicies of not recop-nizing forelan marrequestin~

State ryepartment are
to regearch.- 7

R/V clearances through the

exam~les

of official US impediments

imoediments are caused by official US requests

to conduct research within the
state,

labyrinth of rules and

to do research in waters claimed by other states.

current

~uch

~rowin~

re~ardless

ter~itorial

sea of a

if the researching institution only

wants to work in waters beyond the territorial sea.

8
~herefore.

any research that

i~ bein~

conducted at this

time in a claimed jurisdictional zone of any coastal
~tate

is hamnered by this consent procedure.

Subse-

quently, extraneous research is required within the
In 1970 the R/V Atlantis II of Woods

territorial sea.

Hole requested the State
auuroval of a benthic

~epartment

biolo~ical

to seek Argentine

study to be conducted

in an area not less than three miles and not
than 200 miles from the

Ar~entine

·c oa s t .

~reater

The State

would not make the request and Woods Hole
.
-8 Such problems
had to make nrlvate
arran~ements.
~euartment

could be avoided entirely if the US would recognize
the special zones.
~pecial

cases that hamper research are all other

nroblem areas.
of not

A common example is the Burmese policy

~rantin~

any country.

entry to their waters by the RIVe of

~he

US tested this policy in 1971 when

the R/V Velville was denied entry to Burmese waters
as a matter of routine nolicy.-9
lI'!'he academic marine ~cience community find~ itself
in a different and somp,what isolated position vis
a vis other US intere~t~. While it i~ often financiallv supnorted by busine~s and the Navy, it
nur~ues a distinct policy on access to coastal
waters. ~he academic scientific community shares
the intelli~ence community's preference for freenom of a~cp.ss to near shore areas, but it breaks
with that ~roun in it~ sunnort for a suecial riqht
of access for research intended for ouen oublication, as onnosed to all other research .•. ~ost se~
ments 'o f the academic marine scientific communi ty

9
lack the cauability and therefore the willin~ness •••
nepotiate arrangements that
offer access to coastal state areas in ex-'
chan~e for Rome benefit~ .•. for the most part, '
academic marine scientists are denendent upon
the State ~enartment to facilitate arra~e
ments for research off the coasts of other
countries." -1 0

to

It can be seen that the

researchin~

institutions are

.!T.Uided by the diplomatic hands of the State Department.
~he

researcher functions via the standard procedures

ad orrted by the ns R'overnment.

';;ven if the State i)e -

uartment urocedures are followed,

fundin~

connections

with the Navv and big business cause delays and skepticism in coastal states.
Concern Over

~esource ~xploitation

Historically, actions by President
19 408,

-11

and

by

Congress in the 1970s,

~ruman

-12

have

in the
enlar~ed

the jurisdictional powers of the US in the oceans off
its coasts.

~hese

encroachments of

~rotian

principles

of freedom of the seas by the US were sufficient to justify myriad reactiong by many nations.

~hese

countries

have increased their claims off their coasts,

includin~

control over scientific research.

the US

~overnment

~eanwhile,

has continued to pursue a policy of non-

recop.nition of some special jurisdictional zones.
A TIaramount reason piven by many nations for their
extended claims is also used by coastal states to deny
access to these extended claim areas.

This is the

coastal state's desire to control and nrotect the resources

10
re~ions.

of theAe
ba~is

Such a claim has

lon~

formed the

of several Latin American maritime zones.

reason has also been used
In 1971 the

U~

R/V

developed nations as well.

by

~elville

This

and a Soviet R/V were both

denied access to French waters off the Comoro Islands.
Both nations wanted to conduct research on the "living
fossil" Coelacanth, a rare nautical species found only
in those waters.- 1)

II.

SECONDARY REASONS FOR DENYING ACCESS

Lack of US Interest
An imnortant secondary hindrance to

MS~

is the

laCK of personal interest in the problems of the coastal Atates by the

researchin~

scientists.

This impar-

tiality with respect to the host country has put a
blot on scientists who claim to be

doin~

research for

the benefit of all mankind.
The

hi~h

technolo~y

involved in modern oceanORra-

phy haA develooed a soecialized class of research sc1entist in comparison to his counterpart in the
world.

dcv~lopin~

'Phese

"elite oc~an scientists are insulated from the
vision of responsibility now bein~ advocated
bV technolo ~ically less develoued natipns in
the demand for narticination in ocean research
•.. it is very likely that world economic oro~ress would be retarden considerably if ail
ocean science were to cease. But it would
orohably be difficult to demonst~ate emoiricallv that a state or anyone. exceot ocean-

11
0~~anhers, is hurt or denrived of much if a
uarticular mar-t ns s t.udy is not conducted. lI - t 4

Bp,cause of the dichotomy of interests between the
r.esearchers and the host countries, few nr ojec t s of
im~ortance

to anyone will continue unless

phers from the

researchin~ state~

the coastal state.

This

willin~nesg

coastal state cannot come from
to a few

~tudents

seas and

conductin~

are

willin~

to help

to assist the

~rantin~

in US universities.

necessarily career

oceano~ra-

a scholarship

Teachin~

over-

research of local intersst are not

enhancin~

to the technolopically

advanced scientist, but they are essential to the
~rowth

of the Lncs.

Poor

researchin~

conditions, in-

sufficient equiument and the lack of centrally located
tonics for study are also hazards to overseas
ments.

~herefore

devotin~

assi~n-

many scientists reject the idea of

personal time to work and teach in countries

whose waters they wish to study. -15
Jnsufficip.n+'
It

L~C

annear~,

Infra~tructure

thou~h.

to

mo~t

scientists in the US

and to those of the LryCs, that a desire and an obvious
need exist for

develonin~

a
-if)
each de vs lo·oina: country.
.

vs~

infrastructure within

Problems r-e su l t from this

need because an infrast ructure takes years to formulate.
LryCs are not

lookin~

for solutions to future problems,

they are demandinq the

answe~s

to immediate needs.

12

'l\herefore,

"as~i~tance
re~nonse

they are in
ne e ds

exure~s€d

re~nonse

under~tood

to clearly

,

b,Y the deve Lop i n« country."

thi~

to

pr-oz rams ar-e most effective if

attitude the

the developed world

face~

~cientific

manv

national

-17

In

community of

~ocial hurdle~.

~hey

must understand fundamental cu 1tural as.pee ts of the
developin~

countries, urior to

conductin~

any MSR off

the coasts of these countries.
Incorrect Information
~he

acts of such US ships as the

and the Pueblo have done little to

~ l oma r

in~till

Exnlorer

confidence

in the coastal state that the presence of a US oceano~~anhic

vessel in waters they consider theirs, will

be beneficial to anyone except the US.
Insufficient

~inancial

Aid

mhe situation is harried further by the miniscule
contributions of

US

.crovernment arrencies for marine

science develoument in LDCs and the continued level
-18
fundincr of existinQ' US MS~ 'P!'ol?:rams. Little aid, financially or otherwise, is budCTeted for marine science
-19
and technolo~y assistance to the LDGs.
"The a~{rre~ate

US

of these

ap-'encie~

pro~rams

and those

spon~ored

by other

and by other developed countries reaches
. .

the bare Lv non-trl v i.a L level on a z l.oba L scale."
~hi~

lack of formal US

~overnment

support for

-20

1)

significant assis+.ance to L9Cs' marine science
has enhanced the LDC contentions that the
in ~

between the haves and the

Comnetition

Amon~

have-not~.

~ap

pro~rams

is widen-

-21

ScientistR

A final factor that detracts from the successful

conduct of MSq at the present time is tHe lack of cooneration within the scientific communities.
titian

amon~

knowled~e

Compe-

scientists of the world and the lack of

of what other researchers are

studyin~,

created redundancy in some research efforts.
Univer~ity-National

(HN0LS)

Oceano~raDhic

established several years

0ceano~ranhic

Institute

redundant research by US

UNOLS is
researchin~

compilin~

nublication.

at Woods Hole
to reduce
throup.h increased

oceano~raphic

cruises.

data on the oroblems faced by

institutions and R/Vs

hi~hly

a~o

o~~anizations

jurisdictional zones of coastal
data is

The

Laboratory System

may be able

communications and control over

has

doin~ MS~

st~tes.

in special

Much of this

sensitive and has not been reviewed for

Collection of this data has been diffi-

cult and in the past, not very accurate.
ficult to estimate how much

~s~

It is dif-

is cancelled, avoided

or hampered by the nrimarv and secondary reasons mentioned ureviously.

Many scientists are not

applyin~

trouble suots any lonrrer and some may even be

to

enterin~

14
coastal waters without uermission.

-22
.

These facts re-

duce the accuracy of the data on hand for review of
~SR

refuaals.

Accordin~

blems of

to the

conductin~

scientists, the physical pro-

US

research at the uresent
time are.
,

An increase in uaperwork and procedural

increasin~.

requirements has also resulted from US unilateral actions
that set off an international chain reaction.
tries are now
se~mentg

claimin~

jurisdiction over different

of the waters off their coasts for a multi-

tude of reasons,

includin~ ~SR.

ment's own policies for
and

Coun-

~/V

The US State Depart-

clearance is time consuming

limitin~.

Similarly, many develoning coastal states do not
wish to allow
make any
be
~s~

US

institutions or the

a~reement

ne~otiated

US ~overnment

to

that may smack of colonialism, or

in bad faith.

The internal lack of LDC

develonment and the combined lack of real commit-

ment by the

US

to urovide

MSR

assistance foster the

eternal problem or social mistrust.
obstacles will not be
while.

ea~y.

Overcomin~

these

and may not even be worth-
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II

DEVELOPMENT OF THE US POSITION
I. THE TRUMAN PROCLAMATION
A~

a~

Ion"

had little

man has been

o~uosition

to

~tudyin~

the sea, he has
On

hi~ re~earch.

Se~tember

28, 1G45 the history of marine scientific research

dramatically.

President Truman extended

US

chan~ed

rirrhts over

the resources of the seabed and subsoil of the continental shelf. -1·

~e

was careful to avoid any implication

that the US claimed jurisdiction or

soverei~n ri~ht8

to the water column or seabed itself, but the

dama~e

was done.
'T'Ihe U::; had become the initiator of an international
scram »i e

f

or 1 ar~er

+'

1

na~~ona

'to~me zones. -2

mar~

The

lQ40s and 19S0s saw the unilateral claims of the Latin

American countries, and then the early 1970s saw similar extensions

by

the newly independent African and

Asian nations. (See Auuendix One)

These claims took

various forms, but the indication was clear that coastal
states were

takin~

viously considered

more and more authority in waters prehi~h

seas by the

It is uossible, even

p~obable,

us.
that the unilateral

extengions would have occurred without the
lamation.

Proc-

At least two South American countries were

interested in
du~trie~

~ruman

brotectin~

-3

urior to 19 4 5.

their
~he

whalin~

and fishinR in-

US action supplied them

18
with a fortuitous precedent to SUODort their actions.

II.

THE 1958 GRNEVA CONVENTIONS

In lq58 the

si~natories

of the 0eneva Convention
le~ally

on the Continental Shelf took the next step for
extendinq coastal state

ri~hts

in the oceans.

Article

nne of the Convention defined "continental shelf" as,
to the s~abert an~ subsoil of the submarine areas adjacent to the coast but outside
the area of the territorial 8ea, to a deoth of
200 meters or, beyond that limit, to where the
oepth of the sUDeradjacent waters admits to the
eXPloitation of the natural resources of the
said a!"ea.

"r~ferrin~

1I

0ther articles in the Convention
state exclusive sovereiFn

~ave

the coastal

for exploration and
-4
exuloitation of the natural resources of the shelf.

~he

Convention

au~arently

ri~hts

ureserved the

searchers to conduct fundamental
as well.- 5
mandatory,

~he

of re-

oceano~raphic

research

consent of the coastal state became

thou~h,

was balanced

ri~ht

for

doin~

MSR

on the shelf.

This

the fact that the coastal state would
.
ld'1ts con~ent. -6 The~e new 1nter.
not norma 1 Iy w~thho
national

by

~uidelines

and the absence of a specific guar-

antee for freedom of scientific research in the Convention on the

Hi~h

Seas,

tain decrree of control

le~ally

by

placed MSq under a cer-

the coastal state.

This was

very imuortant to the future development of MSR.

19
~ollowin~

~eneva

the 19S8 Law of the Sea Conference in

a ~econd conference was held in 1960 to try and
ambi~uities

work out the
terest was

focu~ed

~he

second

e~tablishin~

on
~ea

of the territorial

of the 1958 Conventions.

conferenc~

In-

a uniform breadth

and Axclusive fishing zones.

was a futile effort and the 1958

r,onventions are still the

~overnin~

international law

for the sea.

III.
~ ,1an.v

COMMON

HE~ITAr.E

CONC~PT

new nations emerered on the world poli tical

scene in the lG60s.

Colonialism was dyin er and as thEse

new countries

their freedom they

~ained

shin in the United Nations (UN).

A

sou~ht

dele~ate

member-

from one

of theSE former colonies introduced to the world a new
uhilosouhy for the control and use of the world's oceans.
Arvid Pardo of

eral

As~emhl.v

'1~al ta

in 1967

made a speech to the UN Ge n-

nrDclaimin~

that the oceans and

thei~ resources were the "common heritaF€ of mankind".-7
Vost importantly,
hi~h sea~

wa~

Should be

tual benefit.

~he

the fact that the

~hared by

re~ources

of the

all nations to their mu-

develoninq and neWly independent coun-

tries were quick to sunport this proposal and philosophy,

and continue to do so.
As

lon~

a~

the US remained the

stron~est

country

20

in the world. could proceed with research efforts as
before and there were no imminent economic
made from the resources of the

hi~h

~ains

seas, it pursued a

soft acceptance of the common heritap-e concept.
clear that the comMon

herita~e

to be

It was

area did not include the

continental shelf, and therefore there was no significa~threat

to the

boomin~

US oil industry.

mhe control over the shelf was dis9uted by the
ryenartment of the Interior and the State ryepartment.
~he

State Denartment observed the customary law in this

area. by

preservin~

the 200 meter isobath as the depth

within which consent would be mandatory.
Denartment oreferred a

~reater

~he

"I nt e r i or

denth be used to

~uar-

antee US control over notential oil deposits on the
shelf.- 8
IV.

RFFECTS ON mHE US UNCLOS POSITION

mhe threat to scientific research at the time of
Pardo's sneech was minimal.
sition had not
~cience

beco~e

~he

international oopo-

influential on a

lar~e

scale,

was still considered onen. and many of the neWly

indenendent countries desired the presence of the US researchers ann businesses to help their economies prosper.
In 1966 a report bV the

Pre~inent'~

Advisory Com-

mittee on Science indicated that the "national security needs for marine scientific research will be a

21
~ajor.

-9

new

~hi~ cau~ed

VS~

oro~ra~

for the

realized that the US had

of a military nature in all the waters of the

intp're~t~

worlrt.

national

~any LDC~ ~oon

next decade)'

nize

~haoin~ t~e

force in

nroject~

~tate~

to more closely

~cruti-

in water.s near their coasts.

It was clear bv 1970, then, that the time had
revi~e

arrived to
~anv

more

the LOS as it was written in 1958.

countr.ie~

were

inde~endent

and the arowth of

the mhiro World han created a RtrOnq.

si ~nificant votin~

h 1 oc tnt h F! IT N •

President

~ixon

announcin~

in 1 070.

affair~ an~

marte a

~ene~al

policy

the US position on international

the deen seabed.

He also

nrDoo~ed

mile territorial sea and an international
control of the
meter isobath.

re~ou~ces

of the

~eabed

blv decided to convene a

tonic~

a twelve

re~ime

for

bevond the 200

-10

As a result of these factors the

~hev al~o

~tatement

~hird

U~

General Assem-

LOS Conference in 1973.

nlanned to have nreoaratorv talks to review

wor.thv of consideration at the formal Conference.

TTnilateral
~he

Acti()n~

three vp.ar periorl between the decision to hold

the r.onference and when it actually convened was critical to the

rlevelonme~t

of curr.ent international views

on the L0S.

~urin~ thi~

tries oasserl

unilate~al

neriod. and earlier, manv counlegislation takinq control or

22
as~uminrr

jurisdiction over portions of the coastal

waters adjacent to their border.s. (Aupendix One)
mhe

U~

considered

ditional
~aval

freedom~

thi~

to be in violation of the tra-

of the sea.

Influence

During the early years of
~overnment

~reliminarv

talks the

was heavily influenced bv the Navy and the

scientists.

r,oncern for national security interests

were paramount and marine science. as oart of the US
maritime interest, was

.

vi ~orously

suu~orted.

-11

The Naval influence on the ITS position at the prer.onference talks and later at the sessions of UNCLOS
III remained

stron~

until the Navy was certain that

they would retain all their vital
~he

major

terrenc~;

mis~ions

of the Navv includel

le~al

strate~ic

de-

sea control, projection of power ashore; and

naval uresence at sea.
on a

navi~ation ri~hts.

-12

accomplish these missions

~o

international basis the Navy demanded free-

dam of the seas and an area of

hi~h

seas as large as

~os~ible.

mhe Navy controlled US policy
III until 1971 when
the

bu~ine~s

~xecutive ryeoartment~

trea~ures

makin~

at UNGLOS

interests beRan to make

aware of the vast bounty

of

that may be located off the shores of the US.

As the talks

pro~ressed

-13

over the years it became appa-

rent that the idea of control over the

~xclusive

Economic

2)

Zone was of

~reat

imnortance to coastal states and that

they would trade naval
trol. -14

~his

~i.u.ni ficant

nava~ation ri~hts

anpeased the

demands on the

~avy

US

for EEZ con-

and they have not rna d e

nep.:;otia tors sine e this

concession.
Naval-~S~

~he

qelationship

connection between the Navy and the marine

science community is an imnortant one in many ways.
~he

military needs the research work conducted
or~anizations

of the

they sponsor.

by

some

The organizations

need the funds to maintain their reputations and to
continue with the work of investiqative science.
coastal state,

thou~ht

or~anization

to any

does not wish to

~ive

The

access

that may be a threat to its nation-

al security.
Tn defense of: the scientists the Navy indicates
that its oceanorrranhy pro~rams are overwhelminu.ly un. ,18 because the maJorlty
. .
c 1aSS1• f'1e d • -1 S ~hlS
of the
fundin~

the Navy offers for ocean science research is

~iven

to anoropriate research institutions, universities
-16
or foundations.
~he rest of their work is conduc-

ted bv
the

thei~

own oceanoqrauhic staff and ships.

scienti~t~

~enerate

the

this is no consolation.

re~earch

from Navy sources, his
decrease its

If he cannot

projects that permit
~titution. will

inte~national

For

fundin~

be forced to

marine research component.

24
~eneration

of such nrojects comes from
~euartment

convince the State

bein~

able to

and the host country of

the neaceful nature of the work and its usefulness to
mankind.

Coastal

~tates

are

findin~

it increasinqly

difficult to accent, or believe the fundamental character of the nroposed UR research projects.
Scientists v.
Sho~tly

~he

State Denartment

after the

convenin~

of the ?irst Session

of lTNCLOS III it became obvious that the US would be
divided into two distinct
~hese

~roups

for the talks on MSR.

were the official State Department

ne~otiators

and the US ocean scientists, primarily the research
scientists associated with universities or

oceano~ra

phic institutions.
From 1973 until the ore sent a small
oceano~raphers

have

unsucce~sfully

~roup

of

attemoted to have

the US nreserve its traditional views on freedom of
scientific resear.ch, on and in the oceans of the world.
~he

official US position

r~mains

the same as that of

the 8cientists, but is has a very weak posture at UNCL0S.
~he

voting strength and world influence are now

in the hands of the developinp countries.

Secondly,

the loss of sunport for the US nosition by the Soviet
Union and most of Western

~urope

destroys any

bargainin~

25
Dower the US
tist~

Dosses~es

is~ue.

on this

it appears that they have

be~n

To the scienused as the car-

rot for urotectin cr other US interests in the LOS.
i~

nrobably true. and justifiable

accordin~

This

to the pri-

orities set by most nations of the world.
ryeveloned Country

Oceano~ranhers

Scientists in the develoued countries have careers
ba~ed

on two primary axioms.

~he

fir~t

is that all

scientists are neuendent on the data they collect for
their income, orestiO'e and livelihood.

Secondly, the

data that is collected is a commodity subject to own-17
ershiu.
In the field of oceanography, the second
comnonent is conditional unon the freedom of the seas
for scientific research and the belief that whoever
conducts that research is entitled to its benefits.
~raditionally,

oceanographers have not had to oon-

cern themselves with the political uroblems of the
world or be concerned about financial support and acceutance of their urojects within and outside of the US.
no

~his

i~

with

~evere

lon~er

the situation.

They are now faced

comnetition for reAearch fundA and the LDCs'

challenrre to the "riO'ht of researcl'j".
Insufficient

~s~

Voice in

Washin~ton

Not havinO' had nroblems in the past, the scientific communitv did not

or~anize

an effective

lobbyin~

qroup to supuort their position at UNCLOS or to

~ain

26
Con~res5ional fund~.

In the early

1970~,

and even

today, the US oceanop:ra'uhic community has been wi thout
an effective voice in

Washin~ton.

formin.!'; the US pOE\ition on

~SR

~his

was crucial in

at UNCLOS.

It has also

had a major. affect on the ability of the US to convince
other nations of the world

that com9lete freedom of

marine research is a necessity.
~y

1972 the ocean science community was

"facp.d with a rrovernment willinn: to compromise evervthin~ to sRferruard security; a
lack of access to oolicv-makin~; and other
bette~ or~anized ~pecial interests willing
to comur"omise scientific research. t o - 1 8
mhrou~hout

the

ne~otiations

that followed, this pre-

dicament was obvious.
Position of the US

nceano~ranhers

A 'Orooosed position statement of the freedom of
science in the oceans, formulated by three prominent
U~

ocean oCl'.:ranhers, Paul Vye, V/arren Wooster, and John

~nauss,

in

~~hruary

tQ72, was the foundation of the

US entry position at the ore-Conference talks that year.
and later formed the ori~inal US nosition at ~en6va in
1973.

In aeneral

term~

it indicated that

oceano~ra-

nhy was a univer.sal right and that scientific research
wa~

essential to the ontimum crrowth of the oceans for

all mankind.

~o

to conduct open

achieve this
re~earch

~rowth,

is required.

maximum freedom
This is because

the nature of the oceans and ocean processes do not

27
· a 1 b oun d
ar'i e s , -t q'
f ollow po 1 1" t Lo
Oceano~raphers

many

mountain~

in the US have been faced with

to climn to

kee~

the State Department

on their side in the rec ent UNCLOS nez o t i a tiona.
many reenects it really did not make any
because the State
a~ainst

rye~artment

In

difference~

often found itself up

a wall with nowhere to turn for relief, except

to marine science.
mhe scientists were not able "to convince the
to take a

ne~otiators

tou~h,

US

unequivocal stand in sup-

port of the maximum pos~ible freedom of the seas."-20
~hey

have been forced by the military and

interests to yield under the
tion.

pres~ures

bi~

business

of LUC opposi-

Yet, under thesetremendouslv poor odds the

scientists pursued their traditional policies.
~usiness

Interests

In recent years a voice that has been heard with
a

greater influence on US

~SR

policy at UNCLOS than

the scientists, has been that of the US mininR com~hese

panies.

interests and the

US

oil companies have

carried more weip-ht in Conference discussions than the
military.
into a

~hey

qua~i

maintain the

have been able to mold the US oosition

acceptance of the new EEZ concept and
U~

pOElition of freedom of mining in the

deen seabed area.

28
~tate

~epartment

Position

'11he tacit acceptance by the US of the twelve mile
territorial
not be as

~ea

and the proposed 200 mile

embarras~in~

cial stance

a~ainst

would

~EZ.

as it is. if not for the offi-

these nolicies.

Officials within the State Department and on the
n~

nep:otiatinp: team at UNCLOS are not sure how to han-

dle the problem.

Even

~lliot

Richardson, the Chief US

Ambassador to the r,onference, has failed to

reco~nize

the ouen failure of the US to preserve freedom of 6cience on traditional hiph seas waters.

In a speech in

Cincinnati, Ohio in January 1978, he seemed to allude
to the success of the
in~

U~

nep.otiatinp; team at maintain-

the freedoms of the seas within the

ing up a few "spedified resource-related
coastal states by the law."

~EZ,

while Riv-

ri~hts

accorded

It is evident. though, that

politics and appearances are reasons for not indicating
the success of the LryCs.
by ~aininp~he

The LDCs have been victorious

complete control over

~SR

Ambassador made an equally

ment after the close of the
York in 1977.

~r.

la~t

~ichardson

in their EEZs.
confusin~

state-

UNCLOS session in New

stated that the · attempt

by some coastal sta+-es to increase control over scientific research in the BEZ had failed.-

21

This posi-

tion was attacked viaorously by the oceanographic community, who believed the opposite had occurred.- 22

29
~he

aap had

~rown

between the state Department and the

science community.
National ¥arine Interests
For the purposes of both the De pa r t me nt of State
and the ocean science lobbyists the national marine
interests are identical.

~hey

by Professor Lewis Alexander

have been identified

accessibility; 1n-2)
vp.stment1 dependence, and control.
Government officials and
four areas

oceano~raphers

~reserved

aSI

both wanted to see these

to the p-reatest extent.

Unfor-

tunately, the State Denartment received pressures in
other area of the LOS talks that mandated capitulation
on some of the national marine interests.

This action

clearly supports a remark made by the University of
Rhode Island's Provost for Marine Affairs, Dr. John
KnaUEls, that lIin any orderinp: of national priorities
concerning LOS issues the problems of scientific research cannot be expected to rank near the top." -24
If this is true in the United States, the conditions
in Lrycs must be worse.
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III

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LDC POSITION

~he

L9C representatives at UNCLOS are not subject

to the same influences that are exerted on the US dele?ates by an internal MSR community.
a number of the

developin~

It is true that

countries, notably Brazil,

Mexico, India and a few others, are rapidly
their own internal

oceano~raphic

developin~

expertise.

The

vast number of newly independent nations, and those
older nations that have not kept pace technologically
with the TTS, are not as fortunate.

This lack of know-

ledee of science and the historical development of these
countries must be understood to appreciate their positions at the
~he

bar~ainin~

tables of UNCLOS.

majority of countries in the world have gained

their independence since the close of World War II, and
nearly

70~

of these since 1960, (Appendix One).

facts are important,

realizin~

These

that it takes many years

for a country to prove to the world its respectability
on the world political and economic scales.

What is

more important is the relationshiu these ex-colonies
held previously with the other countries of the world.
I.

COLONIALISM

Colonialism was a way of life for centuries in some
of toda y 1 g new nations.

It left an imprint that may
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~his i~print

never disanpear.

is beinR felt today by

the marine science interests of the developed nations
at the LOS Conference.
"Before the nr i nc io Ie of ~elf-determination
hecame nrevalent in the realm of international
law, not only had. the rule~ of international
law not condemned the ouen and clandestine
form~ of colonial oouression, but so-called
traditional international law, which had evolved from the very nractise of the colonial
nowers and ~ervect their interest~, effectively recopnized the ripht of colonization just
as the ri~ht of State~ to make war."-1
mhe colonial SUbjects saw the

lar~e

powers of the

world make the law to suit their own purposes and positions.

In a like gense, the new nations of the world

now have the ouportunity to create the law for THEIR

_.'

needs ann purposes anrl. consider "traditional law" not
necessarily

bindin~.

~his

was first

a~parent

early LOS Gonferences in 1958 and 1960.
newly

inde~endent

accepted

~ule5

of

at the

There, the

states that attended the Conferences
inte~national

law that expressed uni-

versal interests, but considered the three mile limit
of territorial sea as a colonialistic policy.

-2

These

new countrles /2;enerall.y favor any "existinp: rules of
international law which uromotes their national interest.s and

re~ect

or modify others

whi~h

are obstructive

to the fu rthe ranc e of the ir in te res ts." - 3

For thi s

reason the hreadth of the new coastal states' territorial seas have varied

accordin~

to their view of its

)4
imnortance
in their
future.
,
.
"It can no lon.Q'er be expected of the customary
rule~ created by the older States to corresnond to the interests of the new ones. Under
~uch circumstances, the thesis that the State's
will is the source of the customary rules of
international law has an increased si~nificance.
Gnthe one hand, it means that every new State
has the ri~ht to express its view on the application of customary rulesl on the other hand,
since some of the customary norms of traditional international law reflect the interests of
the imnerialist and colonial uowers, it is today more nrobahle than in the' past that a new
~tate will oppose the application of some preexistin~ customary rules.
Thus the customary
rules of international law are not applicable
to the new State against its wi 11. 11_4
~he
standin~

nreceding ideas form a foundation for undersome of the reasoning behind the actions of

the LDCs and how they developed their positions on
international marine scientific research.

II.
Analo~ous

~roUDS

LDC FACTIONS

to the US, the LDCs can be divided into

with different noints of view.

nrominent

~roup~.

~hey

There are three

are the Latin American coun-

tries, African and Asian nations and a combination of
nations, the land-locked and geographically disadvanta~ed (LL-~~S).

a number of
these

mhe third

hi~hly

~roups

~roup

is also comprised of

advanced countries.

The views of

on coastal state rip.hts ranp-e from having

as narrow a territorial sea as possible, to having one
200 miles wide or greater.

They all feel though,
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that control over ~SR i~ esaential.- 5 This presents
problems to the unification of the developing countries
in other

~arts

of the LOS

ne~otiations,

but maintains

their solidarity in Committee Three work on
'l"he r: rou 1)

f 77

0

r.rouu of 77, an

~he

~SR.

or~anization ori~inally

com-

posed of 77 LDC members of UNCLOS. has played a vital
role at the talks.
is

re~arded

CLOS.

Now numberi'n8: over 100 members it

as the majority voice of the LDCs in UN-

r.roup has had a significant influence in

~he

forming the

~s~

articles of the various draft texts

comniled by the negotiators

durin~

the past several

years.
Latin American

~ations

Similar national needs and

geo~raphic

features

caused the different factions within the LDC countries.
~he

earliest development came in Latih America in the

late 19408.

Several countries in this area made uni-

lateral claims extending their jurisdiction far out
into the waters off their coasts,-6
~hey

defended their actions, primarily fisheries

jurisdiction claims, on the basis of the Truman Proclamation, +'he Declaration of panama,-7 and that mana~ement of these rep.:ions
"!=>eo-ple.

wa~

vital to the welfare of their

It was fUI'ther arp.:ued that "offshore zones

)6
had to be extensive in order to match the

ran~e

terdependent species within the 'ecosystems' or
adjacent to the shore." -8

of in~iomass'

Also, the countries on the

Pacific coast of South America complained that they deserved some form of compensation because of their narrow continental shelf.

At a

meetin~

in Mexico City

in 1956 the Pan American Union approved a resolution,
with the

US

dissentinp.

It stated that each state is

competent to establish its own territorial waters within reasonable limits.- 9

In 19S8 Peru presented a proposal to the delegates
of the First LOS Conference in Geneva.
resource

~rotection,

It called for

environment-orientation. ecology

development and concern in the waters off the coasts
of .~~. tates·.-l0

mh
l.e proposa 1 me t W1"th I"ttl
1
e accep t ance

and was actually feared by some of the traditional sea
powers as an underhanded method of encroaching on the
freedoms of the sea.

Ultimately, in Lima

in 1970,

the majority of Latin American countries formalized
their views on the powers and rights of a coastal state
in the waters adjacent to its shores.

In a formal re-

solution they concluded.
1)

2)

~cientific

research activity in the ocean
requires widest possible cooperation among
States,"
~he

coastal state has the right to authorize

any type of oceanography activity conducted
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in the adjacent sea under its sovereignty or
jurisdiction;

~his

3)

~he littoral state has the rig,ht to supervise
all scientific research in the area of marine
environment under its sovereignty or jurisdiction, and

4)

~he

coas+,al state has the ri~ht to participate
in all scientific research that is to be carried out in any maritime jurisdictional areaa.-l1

resolution is similar to the beliefs and reasoning

that supported the 1952

joint Declaration on the Maritime Zone of Chile. Ecuador and Peru.- 12
In March 1971. Peru offered a solution for the

territorial sea delimitation problem and other special
maritime zones, based on the urevious conclusions.
"It would be inadequate and ~njust to adopt a
Aingle limit of national jurisdiction for all
states, and there is no other acceptable solution but to recognize a certain plurality of
re~ions. possibly on a regional basis. "-1)
Since that time. this philosophy has prevailed:
if not in international theory, at least in practise.
Most recently we have even seen the US continue to
follow this philos9Phy by
zone

0f
~he

extendin~

another maritime

.
.
lts
own for pollutlon
control. -14

Latin American countries have held subsequent

meetings to discuss the problems of the LOS and other
matters.

At Santo

~omingo

"patrimonial sea" was born.

in June 1972. the idea of the
1\'lexico presented this idea

as a mechanism to insure that research information was
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communicated by the researchers to the appropriate of~he

ficials.

concept was a means to avoid any in-

fringement upon the traditional freedoms of the high
seas, yet legally justify basic controls over resourcerelated activities in waters adjacent to their coast.
~he

Santo

obli~ations

Domin~o

Conference also formalized the

that should be fulfilled by a

researchin~

state in an area of maritime jurisdiction of another
state. -15

't<;xcept for the

II

C onsent"

requirement, these

obligations correspond to the ones presented by the us
dele~ation
tin~ ~ext.

at UNCLOS prior to the first draft NegotiaBy the early 19708 the Latin American coun-

tries had a well established policy for control over
coastal waters and had made their views well known.
African and Asian
~he

~ations

situation in Africa and Asia was somewhat

different.

Many new countries in these areas were not

only skeptical of the developed nations, but also of
the ideas of some of the radical Latin Americans.
First United Nations Conference on Trade and
ment
for

(UNC~A1)
so~e

The

~evelop

in 1964 provided an initial opportunity

of these

countrie~to

become involved in inter-

national affairs, and particularly maritime affairs.
Of course, most of Africa was not independent in 1964,
but those States that were. participated in a conference
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which organized procedures to provide economic assistance to newly

~ nd e pe nd e nt

countries.

Finally, the advent of the

Or~anization

of African

Unity (OAU) gave a regional voice to the large number
of newly independent countries throughout Africa.

The

GAD immediately chastised the developed states for
their failure to give sufficient aid to LOGs and to
imurove the quality of life as promised at the first
three UNCTA0s. -16

The GAU was also concerned about

the excessive interest in environmental protection displayed by the developed nations.

Industrialization

was the means by which many of the present developed
countries became technologically competent, yet industiralization also broup.ht environmental pollution.
The developing nations believe they should have
similar opportunities.

They do not understand why

pollution control and natural resource monitoring should
be strictly enforced to their detriment.

The developed

countries have advanced and become powerful by being
able to progress without controls.
these

inte~national

The LDCs visualize

controls, or pressures, as another

means of dominance by the

develo~ed

societies.

The

uresence of outside controls has spurred nationalistic
feelings in Africa and Asia.

Coastal states have be-

come more interested in planning their own futures.
Self-plannin~

by African nations produced a 212
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-...-.

mile national economic limit of coastal state juris'
,
surroun d'In~ th e en t"lre con t'lnan t • -17
d lctlon

Compare d

to the functional uses of the Latin Americans' maritime zones it is a broad based multi-purpose zone-ofinfluence.
~arly

by Kenya,

African leadership in LOS matters was held

~anzania

and

Sene~al.

~his

division of power

within Africa and the lack of neaceful coexistence between many African nations, has been a complicating
factor in

formin~

a unif,orm African LOS policy.

may be a direct result of the colonial period.

This
Because

of the severe economic situations in many of the new
countries of Africa, there has been a necessity to maintain close trade and uolitical ties with some of the old
colonial uowers.

~his

unbroken tie between the new coun-

try and the old may have reuercussions
peets of LDG life and nolicy making.

affectin~

many as-

In some ways, the

uolicies of colonialism have not ended and the new countries are still trapped in a web of obedience.
Lanrl-Locked and

r-eo~raphically Disadvanta~ed

Nations

mhe LL-r,ryS countries of Africa, and those of the
rest of the world, have different views on the EEZ concept than the majority of

nation~.

~hey ea~erly

endorse

narrow zones of national marine jurisdiction and a strong
international control authority to divide the benefits
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--

of the seas

amon~st

all the needy in the world.

Their

outlook toward the concept of an EEZ is not one of neces8ity, or of equalization of rip.;hts, but of a It un i -18
lateral ~rabbin&!: (of) parts of the high seas".
In
this way they concur with the view of the US, but they
are equally adamant about having international control
over ~S~ for the benefit of all mankind.- 19 Therefore,
many US allies in the

fi~ht a~ainst

broad jurisdictional

zones, are actually antagonists of the US policy on
the freedom of
The

sci~ntific

leadin~

position on

~F,Zs

research.

influence on development of the African
was Kenya's draft articles on the con-

cept, and a regional report produced at Yaounde, Cameroon
in June 1972.

Both, of these documents offered new ways

to structure the

~EZ.

~hey

base the concept on exclu-

sive jurisdictional control or spatial extensiveness
ti
" ·Amerlca. -20
versus the f'unc
unctlonal
usage a fLatln
~ractical

For

purposes, as far as the US science community

was concerned, all the proposals were equally unacceptable.

Each would allow the coastal state broad discre-

tionary Dowers in decidinp. who and what would be permitted in 37~ of the world's ocean waters.- 21

III.
A
~EZ

LDC INTEREST AND CAPABILITY IN MSR

thorou~h

analysis of the development of the pro-

ouiniona of the

r,rou~

of 77 and other countries

leaning in their direction, also includes a look at
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the countries themselves, their interest in MSR and
their technical canability to conduct their own research.

It is

assumed. that LDCs. by defin-

~enerally

ition, are not capable of

oerformin~

of twentieth century oc eanoar-aohv .

the complex tasks

";:<;ven where marine

science research activities exist, there is a
of imbalance in favor of
· .ty
ac t lVl

A

f'
0_

biolo~y

in the

~he

is

pla~ued

with

solvin~

~overnment

many

and feed

immediate life and death concerns may

overwhelmin~

influence that does not allow out-

side particiuation by the
velopment.

oceano~raphic

J

fundamental oroblems to sustain its

be an

degree

i':h e d eve lom
' nz war Ld. . II -22

develouin~ ~ation

its peonle.

hi~h

~overnment

in local VSR de-

It may also limit the nation's ability to

uarticiuate in the score of international

or~anizations

that provide little. if any, real assistance for solving internal nroblems.

On the other hand. the overall

imuortance of the LOS Conference to the LQCs and the
uotential for control over marine resources that may
help solve the internal uroblems of their respective
count~ys,

have caused manv

away from traditional
marine affairs.

develooin~

state~

to break

lack-of-intere~t nolicie~

Accordin~

to the

~irector

in

of the In-

terp:overnmental Oceanoqranhic Commission (IOC),
""there is every indication that coastal s ta t.e s
have been stimula+.ed by the Conference of the

4J

LOS and the number of inquiriE~ and requests
from developin~ coa~tal ~tates for help in
buildin~ un their marine science infrastructure~ is ~rowinY to flood proportions."-23
For many years prior to the LOS discu8sions, this
certainly was not the case.
nre-r.onference

~he

attendance records of

~alks

held in the early 19708 indicate
-24
many of these countrie~ simnlv did not attend.
The
of

co~t8

sendin~

delecrations May have been prohibitive,

out more locrically, they nrobably believed little coulrl
be

by attendin a

~ained

•

It must also be realized that

the "concerns of a country in a 'oar-r Lcu Lar- ocean-related issue may renresent only an infinitesimal part of its

~his ~eneration of in-

overall national interest.,,-25
terest within the decision

makin~

bodies of the

was extremely futile, until they realized
oceans could be used for economic
are

nlavin~

can

~ain
~he

marine

formin~

an active Dart in

oceans and they are

~e~kin~

~ains.

tha~

L~Cs

the

~odav,

they

new law for the

every posRible benefit they

from thi5 p05ition.

effort exerted by the

~cien~e i~

~his ~oal,

interest or

d€v61opin~

countries in

aimert at immediate economic gains.

and the
nos~ess

fa~t ~ha~

most L1Cs do not have the

the capabilities to do

~SR

beyond

their own waters, uuideR the demands of these countries
on

forei~n

q/Vs in their waters.

The

L~C5

have an in-

5ufficient number of qualified up-rsonnel who understand
the different tvpes of

resea~~h.

They also do not possess
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the equipment needed for research.
L~C

the trained

Finally. many of

personnel are frequently performing

tasks not related to their profession.
of these situations and others that

It is because

pro~rams

in tech-

nolopy transfer have been developed.

IV.

TECHNOLOr,y TRANSFER

Attempts to establish a uniform solution to the
technolo~y

almost

rrap between the

imno~sible.

~he

nation varies with its

~orth

and the

~outh

are

interests and concerns of each
~eo~ranhy,

political and economic conditions.

history and present
country must

~ach

attack its own problems head-on and in the same respect
those nations

urovidin~ ~SR

assistance or

trainin~

must

do so on a case by case basis.
~he ~~~

capability of developinE nations can only

increase if certain conditions are met within the politieal body of the LJC and by the researching institution.
develonin" ~ountries must be made to realize
that any successful project must be tripartite
in nature, involving ~overnment administration,
institutional research and dsvelonment ~~ouus
and industry. Jeletion of one g,roup greatly
reduce~ p.ffectiveness."-26

"~he

~o

achieve this awareness,

trainin~

and understand-

inp are essential hy both the coastal state and researcher.

Realizin~

these

~oals

will also require

solvin~

many problems, not necessarily noticed or thought of
when

contemulatin~

assistance to an LJC.

Occasionally,

receipt of US assistance by an LDC may appear demeaning
or

dama~in~

borderin~

re~ard.

to the country's

ima~e.

or even possibly

'1'lsm". -27
on a form of "co10nJ.a

In t h'1S same

the development of Western civilization and

its sUbsequent colonialistic policies throughout the
world. reinforces the do-what-I-say not-what-I-did
syndrome of the develoued societies.

Growth for

~rowth's

sake, and the traditional conduct of research for the
betterment of the home country has been the pattern of
Western societies for many years.
start a technology assistance program,
what you're really askin~ the LDCs to do is to
i~nore the herita~e of five centuries of Western exuansion. This includes renouncing a
basic element in their ideologYJ that what we
do is to our advanta~e and not necessarily to
theirs."-28

IIWhe~you

Assumin~ developin~

nations have not renounced

this ideology, then it would be logical for them to
assume control of research in waters off their coasts,
in order to preserve their own interests.
develo~ed

water~

After all,

countries would not be researching in these

if it was- not to their own

advanta~e.

Internal development is critical for LOC success
in MSR.
UThe expertise that is lackin~ must be acquired
to assume a better and proper use. of the resources, to deal with forei~n industrial enterprises
intereAted in appropriate contractual arrangements to develoD such resources or to enter into
joint ventures in this re~ard, and to relate bilaterally and internationally in a more ~eneral
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way reearding offahore resources. In the
latter 'c a t egor y is the need to relate in
an optimum manner to the oceanographic
enterprises from other countries wishing
to conduct research off their shores."-29
Without

formin~

a strong foundation within the

LryC itself, any attempts by outside countries to ren-

derassistance and provide

technolo~y

superficial and of a brief duration.

will only be
As long as a

technology diverRence continues, research efforts
develoued states and private

or~anizatiQns

by

will be ham-

pered by culture clashes and quantum separations of
economies.
As indicated earlier. the

U~CTA~

commitments to

help the economies and quality of life of the

L~C

coun-

tries have not been very successful according to those
countries it is supposed to benefit.

The LDCs are

"clamorinp: for a 'transfer of technology' as if technolop-y consists of something that can be handed over
in the form of a package bringing immediate affluence
to the reci-pient."-3 0
fundamental question of

This simply cannot happen.
whethe~

or not

technolo~y

The
can

be transferred to LDCs from the governments and universities of the developed world has not been answered.
Most of the advanced mechanics for fishing and recovery
of non-living resources are controlled by a handful of
multinational corporations.

In a capitalistic business

world, you simply do not hand over your secrets to a

uotential competitor.
you hand

everythin~

In a

~ocialistic

business world

over.

US scientists have not deoided whether or not
technolo~y
Accordin~

transfer with LDCs is even worthwhile.

to some scholars, it is

"absolutely essential to assis t the country in
developing its own means of training and producin~ the specialists or technolo~ioally and
scientificaliy trained people needed to maintain this new economy."-)l
Others take the view that the money spent in these endeavors to help the LDCs might be better spent elsewhere.

-)2

Whatever the solution, it seems evident that aid, in
all forms, will cont inue to flow from the developed to
the

developin~
~he

world, without

bein~

rejected.

low priority placed on MSR by senior

~overn-'

ment officials and the low status of marine scientists
within the LryCs also combined to prevent an influx of

outside scientific help, or an internal willingness of
t h e 1 oca I

·
popu I atlon
to b ecome

.
tra~ne

d·1n mar1ne
.
sc i enoe.- JJ

For these reasons, many deve10ped countries are attemp-

tin,g to educate thol:le people in the LDCs that make the
decisions of importance on marine science.

The impor-

tance of employing specially trained local citizens and
developin£ an internal marine science prORram are stres,

essential thing is not the training of
professionals, but convincin~ governments of
the developin~ nations to make adequate provisions well in advance in their policy arrangements for trained individuals to find
places to fit into, where they can effectively exercise their profession."-)4

sed."~he
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v.
~he

PERCEPTION PROBLEMS

actions of

LDC~

in world politics are also

affected by perceptual nroblems.
develo~ed

Both the L0Cs and

states attempt to perceive how each other

arrives at policy conclusions.

Primary concern focuses

on the issue of coastal state control in the EEZ.

Un-

fortunately, both sides make emphatic statements interpreting how the other side thinks.

These statements

are assumotions upon which future decisions are made.
One US interpretation is that the
"developine: states tend to re,Q:ard e;reat power,
military, economic. and political interests
as a multifaceted challenge to their own policies, and have reacted in ounosition on each
front to build a new order for the oceans and
for the world economy."-)5
The

L~Cs

text.

do not perceive their actions in this oon-

They believe they are actinR only to protect

their national interests.

In this regard it is

impor~

tant to note that most likely it is the foreign offices
of most LryCs that are
MSR. an d not 1 ocal
~he

demandin~

.•

~Clentl~ts.

the strict control over

-)6

imuressions of the developing world on the

attitudes and actions of the developed world can be
equally damap,inp-.

This forceful statement by Paul

En~o,

Committee One Chairman of UNCLOS III, is a good example.
"""he rteveloperi countries of the day constitute a
class which have enjoyed centuries of ?ower and
~lories over most of mankind .•• They colonized

lands and neoples. ~hev developed a strength
in their economic and social spheres on the ex~loitation of the resources of these ••• lt has
been difficult for these countries to accept
the consequences of the radical chan~es that
history has dictated at this point in time •..
Some ~eek to police the world in order to insure the status-guo in which durable peace
must be on their terms ••• On the other hand t
history has launched a new world of developin~ countries ••• A persistine, na~~ing racism,
in the aftermath of neo-colonialism, mock
their fra~ile economies with almost casual
contem~t.
~heir new needs, and these attendant threats, drive these youn~ nations to extremes of demands. Some ask for direct redress, others seek reven«e.~-J?
~he stren~tn

of this accusation and its description

of Western societies is enormous.
~ngo

The view of

~r.

may be extreme by comparison to many of his LDC

collea~ue5.

but that is of little importance.

A mod-

erate view, baaed on similar beliefs, would still be
sufficient to justify many overt LDC actions in EEZs.

VI.

NO . OPPOSITION TO THE LOCS

One major advantage that the LDCs have in being
~ble

to achieve success on the MSR issue is the lack

of any unified opposition by many
vanced nations.

technolo~ically

ad-

Should a unified effort of this type

occur. or had it been present when the talks
the LDC~ demands may have been reduced.

be~an,

The effort

of the maritime powers has preserved the freedom of
navi~ation

in the EEZ and. a similar unified effort

may have saved ¥SR from

coa~tal

state control.
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It has been
velo?in~

~hown

that the influences on the de-

world are much more fundamental to the basic

need~

of life than those placed on the developed world.

~h e s e

influences will have a major impact on developinp-

a

~olicy

for international MSR.

It has also been shown

that, due to the different levels of education and the
inconuruities in the cultural histories of the North and
the South, a universal
uses of

R~ZB

a~reement

on the marine science

is not likely in the near future.

The seeds of mistrust are

stron~

of the policy makers of the LDCs.

within the hearts

Any unauthorized re-

in waters that could hold future economic bene-

~earch

fits for their country, would, in their opinion, breach
their

ri~hts.

The

~rowth

of the EEZ concept in Latin

America and in Africa may have formed in a different
manner. may be based on different reasoning, and may
even have dissimilar geoP'raphic features and political
consequences.

For the prospects of the developed world's

marine scientists, though, without a united opposition,
the EEZ philosophies of the LDCs form a closed door to
much of the world's oceans.
NO~F.-In
U~CLOS

the first two weeks of the Seventh Session of

III a gerious problem

ha~

developed.

A severe

break between the views of the Latin Americans and Asians
over the Presidency of the Conference has occurred.
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~his

may

fied

votin~

the

si~nificantly

damap.e the influence and uni-

bloc of the r.roup of 77 in all areas of

ne~otiations.
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IV
DEVELOPMENT OF THE MSR SECTION OF THE leNT
In order to formulate a MSR

a~reement

that will be

aeceptable to as many nations as possible, it is essential to understand the evolution of the current

ne~o-

tiating document that has emerged from the UN Conference on the LOS.

~his

document represents years of

diplomatic bargaining by most of the countries of the
world.

It is the result of a Conference decision at

the fifty-fith plenary meeting on Friday April 18, 1975
to have each committee chairman of the three primary
committees prepare a text
ne~otiation

coverin~

in his committee.

the sUbjects under

These committee texts

were to form a basis from Which further negotiations
could progress and would not represent any
compromises by any of the delegations.- 1
~herefore

accepted

in May. 1975, the Informal Single Ne-

~otiatin~ ~ext (SN~)

came into being.

Three years and

two texts later, the Conference is still without settlement.

Parts of the

Ne~otiating

Texts, though. have

oecome the basis for what may become customary international law, even without Conference ratification.- 2
Because of this develo9ment it is necessary to know

exactly what the new or proposed law for MSR will be
and how it developed.
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T.

PURPOSE OF COMMITTEE III

Committee Three of the UNCLOS was

aBsi~ned

the

task of writing the law for marine scientific research
and technology transfer.

In the first· two

ne~otiating

texts MSR articles were also found in the First and
SecomCommittee Texts.

Some problems still exist

between the Firat and Third Committees.

It appears,

though, that Committee One will be responsible for MSR
activities in the deep seabed and Committee Three for
all other

For that reason the following dis-

area~.

cussion will be based on the
in the Committee
II.
~ach

~hree

~SR

articles mentioned

portion of each text.

DIVISION OF THE MSR ARTICLES

MSR section of the SNT, the qevised SNT (RSNT)

and the rCNT are all composed of six sections.
arel

~eneral

Provisionsr International and

These

Re~ional

Co-

operation; Conduct and Promotion of MSR; Status of :.
~quipment;

Responsibility and LiabilitYI and Settle-

ment of Disputes.

The major differences in the Texts

are found in the sections on general provisions, conduct
of

r~SR

and dispute settlement.

~veQ

this division of

importance is not as relevant as it used to be, because
the center of each

~roup

the section on conduct.

of articles concerninp. MSR is
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r.eneral Provisions
~he

few articles at the

beginnin~

of each section

on MSq in the Texts form the broad generalities by
which the nations of the world shall conduct MSR.
Since the first document, the

SN~,

there have been

no serious disagreements on the substantive issues of
these articles.

All states and competent international
tiona have the ri~ht to conduct MSR.-3

or~aniza

Everyone is

supposed to promote and facilitate the development

4 Four nrincinles for conduct of
have been a~reed uuon- 5 and MSR activities cannot
6

and conduct of MSR.MSR

constitute the leRal basis for any claims.si~nificant

The most

difference amongst the three texts is the

lack of a definition of MSR in the leNT.

The first

two texts included a simple explanation of MSR.- 7
~he

elimination of a definition of

MS~

has left the

interpretation of MSR to each individual country.
r.lobal and
~he

Re~ional

Cooperation

articles on In+.ernational and Regional coop-

eration were even easier to apree upon than the
eral

~rovisions.

~en-

Each of the Texts have nearly identi-

cal wordinv and concern,the promotion of international
cooneration, creation of favorable conditions, publication and dissemination of information and knOwledge.- 8
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The

underlyin~

principles of the UN and the ultimate

nurpose of MSR are concepts which are universally accepted.

They are encornpas8ed within the words of these

articles.
Conduct and Promotion of Marine Scientific Research
Within the next several articles of each Text is

the heart of the MSR section.

Since the commencement

of TTNCLOS III these articles on conduct of

~1SR

have

been argued and reargued, with each successive revi-

sion

creatin~

more points of contention.

cles refer to the soecifics of MSR.
~SR

--

E~Z

in the territorial sea,

shelf.

~hey

These arti-

encompass

and on the continental

Bernard H. 0xman, Deputy Chief of the US Dele-

uation to the 1977 UNCLOS sessions in New York, has
identified four main elements to be settled on the MSR
issue.

-C)

These are,

1)

~he s~ecific obli~ations

for those or~aniza
tions conductin~ ~SR in the economic zone or
on the continental ~helft

2)

~he

3)

The coastal

4)

~he

iSRue of reque~tin~ consent from the coastal
state to conduct MSRI
~tate

duty to grant consent; and

issue of implied consent after a specified period of time.

These four points

hi~hlight

the areas of non-agreement,

which include all the articles on MSR, except those on
. 1 sea. -10
th e t err1"t orla
According to the US oceanographers, the development of the present articles on conduct and promotion of
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MSR

has been one of continual

disan~ointment.

The

Groun of 77 has decided on requirements that demand
both specific obligations be met by the researching
in·~ti tution

and for a consent requirement to gain
access to the ~EZ. -11 This has not always been the
included various obligations
-12
that had to be followed,
but it differentiated be-

ca~e.

The orip-inal

SNT

tween "fundamental" and "resource-related" research
when initiatine the consent requirement.

-13

In re-

troB'Pect,
"from the US point of view it is ironic that,
havin~ initially agreed to a substantial list
of obli~ations to be assumed by a researching
state (advanced notification, sharinR results,
etc.) nrecisely in order to avoid the need to
seek coastal State consent, the US now finds
itself confronted with a text that provides
both the obli~ations AND coastal State consent."-14
The scientists

have never ended their

attem~t

to alter the beliefs of the developinp, world and to
persuade the
fic freedom.

US ne~otiators
~hey ar~ue

to stand firm on scienti-

that it is essential to have

access to as much of the oceans as possible to properly
inveRti~ate

marine phenomena that affect the entire

world.- 1 5
Some

oceano~ranhers

still wish to return to the

concept of "fundamental" versus "a.pp Ld ed " research.
~his

concept offered simpler procedural requirements

if the coastal state

a~reed

damental in nature.

Other oceanoRraphers appear

that the research was funwillin~
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to yield to the consent

re~ime,

eliminate the obliga-

tions and eimulify the entire MSR section.

-16

.

Th1s

would have been useful to counter the first mandatory
consent demands of the Group of 77.
idea

mi~ht

At that time, this

have been accented by "the developlnR nations

as a compromise.

The

compromisin~

days have passed and

a structure has evolved that is complex and not in the
best scientific

1.

LOe
~he

of the US.

~ationale

rationale supporting the claims and the poli-

cies of the
as

inte~ests

developin~

enumer~ted

nations on the consent problem,

by Oxman, has gained considerable support.

In a 1.971 statement, Arias Schreiber of Peru, mentioned
several of the major principles on which developing
countries formulate their policies for the LOS.-

17

They includel
1)

The right to dis~oBe of natural resources existin~ in front of their coastsJ

2)

The ri2ht to adoot the necessary rules to prevent pollution and other harmful effects off
their coasts1

3)

Exercisin~ thei~ aoverei~nty to
2 above, by establiBhin~ limits

enforce 1 and
of their mar-

itime jurisdictiont

4)

Dictate rules in the areas established in J
above. for fisheries. marine huntina and exploitation of the geabed and subsoilt
Authorize. su~ervise and narticipate in MSR
activities in areas established in J above 1
and

6)

~espect the identical riRhts of
borin~ and riuarian to the same

states
sea.

nei~h
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~hege ~uidin~

the

~tand

port

rea~onin~

the~e

ba~ed

nrinciules make it easy to underof the

coa~tal

states.

They

3UP-

new princivles and believe in their value

on the nerformance of history.

tation has been rampant

throu~hout

Resources exploi-

the developed world.

Frequent abuses of the freedom of scientific research
by major
~he

~ower8

have not inspired trust.

present day nationalism that has spread

out the develouing nations has caused political
""
-18
0 f d eC1Slons.

"
" anum b er
pera t lons
In

tion is

overwhelmin~

for

~ivin~t

throu~h-

exa~-

'T1h
l
e j us t"1 f"lca-

permitting or

al1owin~

the coastal state to assume a large number of restrictive and authoritative powers in the waters off its
coast.

A

"firm attitude (ha~ been) adopted bV the majority
of developin~ countries which advocate(s) the
establishment of certain normative Ruidelines
intended to minimize the excess and abuses which
have been committed in the name of the so-called
freedom of scientific research."-19
mhis attitude has resulted in
that virtually
all

M~~

resear.cher~

many

by many

of the ICNf

comulete coastal state control of

activities within the EEZ or continental shelf.

Unfortunately.

vade~

a~sure

article~

thi~ counter~

and a

~enulne

researchin~

oceano~raphers

to the coastal

~tate

the tradition of WeRtern

feelinp of hopelessness per-

institutions.

~he

belief exists

that the freedom of control gi ve n

in the

ICN~,

"nlaces beyond community control the capacity to
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conduct ~ational inquiry into a vital part of
the planet ~hared by alI," and."no sin~le coastal ~tate can offer reliable a~~urance that any
othp.~ state will follow an enli~htened policy
that facilitates rather than cripples MSR."-20
~he~e

two positions continue to be

ar~ued

nresent r-onference and will remain unresolved.
~ive-and-take

bergainin~

at the
The

on the consent issue appears

to have ended and only minor, inconsequential, changes
will be made in any future Text.
2.

US Recommendations v. the reNT
Once it was established that there were

be certain specific
chin~

very

obli~ations

to

placed upon the resear-

institution, the elaboration of them did not take
lon~.

Many customary practises were incorporated

in these articles, such
of the research; the

etc.

goin~

aSI

the nature and objectives

name and cruise dates,
~he obligations that exist today in the ICNT-21
s~onsor's

are quite similar to the

ori~inal

in place of a consent reHime.-

22

ones the US

pre~ented

However differences

do exiAt and a compariAon between the objectives that
the scientific community was seeking for MSR and what
resulted in the
~he

reNT

may be fruitful.

Ocean Policy Committee of the National Academy

of Rciences heR summarized the basic objectives of the
-2)
us oceano~raphic community in the R~Z.
mheyarea
1)

~Atablish

the ri~ht to conduct all research
beyond the territorial sea (except for carefully snecified and limited types)}
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2)

Provide uredictability in the response of
the coa~tal ~tate so that ~lanning and conduct of research are facilitated,

J)

Secure protection for researchin~ states
or or~anizations a~ainst arbitrary or unreasonable restrictions resultin~ from difference~ in interoretation of conditions
and oblipationsr .

4)

~nsure

that the ~rocedural provi~ions of
the treaty provide nredictability in plannin~ and in the conduct of researchJ and

Maintain the traditional practise to pUblish and di~geminate research results.
If the

MS~

tives, the

articles in the
oceano~raphic

ICN~

had met these objec-

community was

willin~

to

ac~

f 11 ow i n?, respon31' b'1 l'1 t'1eSI -24cen t the o
1)

Keen the coastal state fully informed concerning the nature, objective, schedule and
oarticinants of the proposed research projectr

2)

~nsure

3)

Provide the coa~tal state with preliminary
renorts and final reports,

4)

~hare

5)

the ri~hts of the coastal state to
be represented in the program,

data and samplesJ and

~eek +,0 ~rovlde

assi~tance

sults.

Unfortunatelv, the
~erve

the coastal state with
in interpreting research re-

oceanoe:ra~hic

community could pre-

only nortions of one objective and could not re-

duce their responsibilities.
~he

requirements of

first few objectives

-

by

ICN~

Article 247 destroyed the

granting the coastal state per-

mission to demand a consent request from the researcherJ
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bV allowing the coastal state to formulate their own
rules and

re~ulations,

and by allowing the coastal state

to deny consent when they believe they have received
false information from the requesting

or~anization.

rCNT Articles 253 and 254 also considerably dama~e

the procedural

oceanographers.

~redictability

objective of the

The lenethy time neriode involved in

the implied consent article (253) and the ability of
the coastal

~tate

to halt research activities at their

discretion (254) does not permit the scientist to make
an exact plan and carry it out.
A minor reprieve was
by a

sli~ht

~iven

to the

oceano~raphers

retreat of the L9C position in the RSNT

over publication of research results.- 25
"Coastal states justified their insistence on
some ri~ht to limit publication on the grounds
that unexpected data of direct economic significance mi~ht be discovered. While any ri~ht
to re~train nublication can hardly be viewed
with favor, the rCN~ at lea~t link~ this to
requirements for ~rantin~ consent.-26 Thus
it is up to the Rcientists concerned to decide in advance whether they will agree or
prefer to cancel or alter the project."·-27
~inally,

the rCNT took the five responsibilities

of the oceanographers and made two detailed articles
out of them by expanding every offer that was presented
by

the US. -213.

More specific data about the vessel,

method and means of research, exact locations, dates
and the extent of coastal

st~te

participation in the

project were included in rCNT Article 249.

reNT article
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210 describes the

obli~ations

the researcher has to

the coastal state when actually undertakinR the
search.

re~

It includes the last four responsibilities

offered by the US scientists and a

require~ent

to in-

form the coastal state of any changes in the project
and to remove any equipment after the research is comnleted.

~revious

the

leNT articles are

~hese

texts.

-29

~his

near~y

identical to

indicates that scientists

have not been faced with recent unreasonable demands,
but old ones that they have

re~eatedly

attempted to

modi t»,
~ubsequently,

by

only a few additions were requested

the developing states.

The sum of these articles

is a situation that is not liked by US oceanographers.
Research predictability is questionable.
be

~reater

be needed

There will

monetary expenses, and much more time will

for

or~anization.

It is a situation that

the scientific community can adapt to, and must adapt
to. if it desires to continue

~SR

in the EEZ of LJC

coastal states.
~he

other articles found in the section on Con-

duct and Promotion of

M~q

have not been SUbject to as

much debate as those previously mentioned.

r.eneral

aP.'reement on the others is assured and their consequences
to research in the
ICN~

~RZ

are not as significant.

Only

Article 248 may be a means of rectifying, the
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of international MSR.

~roblem

'l'lhe article
urocedure

appear~

to provide an implied consent

permittin~ re~ional

or international

zations to conduct research in the

~RZ

or~ani

or on the con-

tinental shelf of a coastal state that is a member of
the

This could only occur after notifi-

or~anization.

cation to the coastal state and the coastal statets
ori~inal ap~roval

of the project.

article seems to reflect a perception among
countries that ne~ative control over
scientific research is insufficient. The power
to ston a nroject doe~ not ensure that projects
of concern to nevelouin~ countries will be carried out.tt_)O
.
.

"~he

develouin~

~his ~ives

-

the

developin~ countrie~
~EZ

serve their control over the
nride.

a way to pre-

and maintain national

It also allows research to take place that is

obviously

F-oin~

major power.

to be under the direction of a

This would easily reduce the number of

official maneuvers involved by the US when
access to coastal
~he

lar~e

seekin~

~EZs.

Other MSR Sections
~he

sections on

Le~al

Status of Scientific Research

Rquipmentflnstallation~and

vironment and

Re~ponsibility

sented no important

and Liability have pre-

ob~tacle~

section on Settlement of
a brief mention.

Equipment in the Marine En-

to the

ne~otiators.

~i8putesl thou~hl

rleserv8s

The
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leNT Article 265 allows the coastal state to be
exem~t

from the standard

dis~ute

of the Text when conflicts arise

settlement procedures
resultin~

from the

consent que~tion and/or cessation of re~earch.-Jl
~his

reinforces the total dominance of the coastal

state over the conduct of
are much more

strin~ent

in its EEZ.

These powers
J2
than the previous TextsMS~

and therefore, may be subject to rene?otiation during
the 1978
The

ses~ions

of UNCLOS.

~recedin~

overview of the TeNT, ita compli-

cations and its predecessors has placed into perspective the current status of the Law of the Sea as it
refers to marine scientific research.

~he

developing

world has been able to force the hand of the major
~owers,

primarily the US and the Soviet Union.

They

have been ahle to persuade the USSR to accept their
ideas, thus, leaving the US almost completely isolated
on the issue of freedom of scientific research.
loss of Soviet support on

thi~

The

issue severly damaged

the influence of the US oceanographic community and the
LOS neogtiators.

~he scientist~

the State Depa r t me nt
even more.

ne~otiatin~

They can only make

limited influence over
team has been reduced

su~~estions

in some way, minimize their plight.

that may,

These attempts

will be made at Geneva in 1978 with little. if any
anticipated success.
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ALTERNATIVES TO UNCLOS

Problems in the

~rOSB

imbalance of knowledge and

trust between the developine countries and the large
technological powers have caused international marine
science research to take on a new form in the last
quarter of the twentieth century.
developin~

The developed and

countries must be educated.

This is needed

before any reversal in the trend of complete coastal
state dominance of the EEZs

i~

possible.

The cultural

differences will have to be understood by the developed
nations, and the

technolo~y

sary to pursue economic

and formal educa tion neces-

~rowth

have to be learned by the

in the modern world will

L~Cs.

In spite of these problems, MSR can provide a
means of international cooperation, that can help develo~

meaninRful relations between different societies.

"By fosterinf!: scientific cooperation among oceanop,ra~hers of different countries, we are learninR ways of findin~ a~reement amon£ citizens and
statesmen. By workin~ with each othe~ we are
~ainin~ mutual understandin~ of the social and
economic constraints that affect the thought and
action of scientists in different countries."-l
These fundamental contacts are essential to the
~rowth

of peaceful international relations.

the US

oceano~ranhic

In 1972

community had four options on
.
.
-2
how to approach the world MSR 8~tuatlon.
Today

there appears to be only one of those options

remalni~.
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It is to accept the fact that a major restructuring of

the

relationshi~s ~overning

occurred.

research in the oceans has

Failure to ac cept this fait accompli. can

only hurt and minimize the
by US oceanographers.

Once

pro~rams

of MSR conducted

acce~tance

of this situation

is accomplished then methods to create less compLicated

and restrictive controls over MSR in EEZs of coastal
states can be pursued.

The need is clear for develop-

ment of an alternative to the situation offered within
the text of the rCNT.
"Since World War II, the significance of resources of the seas has enga~ed the attention
of individuals and nations. ~here has been
an urgent realization that within the world
ocean or 'inner space' there exists a vast
reservoir of denosits of mineral resources,
nonlivin~ resources, as well as livin~ resources, awaitin~ technolo~ical feasibility
for exuloitation and utilization by the world
community. In view of the incalculable potentialities of the ocean'~ resources, many
states have made unilateral revisions of customary boundaries and established more exclusive ones."-)

This simple paragraph

~ives

the underlying reason be-

hind the conflicts present at the LOS Conference and
also establishes the recent trend in political actions
that have had impact on the conduct of MSR.

I.
~he

FUNDAMENTAL V. APPLIED RESEARCH

support for formation of clauses like

tho~e

in the 1958 Convention on the Continental Shelf that
referred to non-interference of

It

fundamental"
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oc eanoaraph ic re searc hand
"pure l,Y sc i en t i fic re s earc hi.-5

has disintegrated.

An attempt,

thou~h,

to separate

fundamental from applied research is found in Article

247 of the leNT.

The article states that, "the coastal

state shall, in' normal circumstances grant their consent."
It p.oes on to say that the coastal state is free to deny
access to its

~RZ

for certain reasons.

The nrimary concern to oceanographers is the reason of denial of
of direct

acces~

because the research "may be

si~nificancefor exploration

and exploitation

of natural resources, Whether living or non-living."

-6

This may appear to separate fundamental from applied,
but in fact it does not.
nrovision~

The damage is done by the

of TeNT Ariale 265.

If the coastal state

and the researcher have a difference of opinion on the
interpretation of activities related to natural resources
exnloitation or exploration. it is not subject to normal dispute settlement nrocedures.
di~cretion

over any

This permits total

research by the coastal state.

Justification for

~uch

discretion was given by

Brazil in 1971.
"With re~ard to R~ientific research, it was
not alwav~ possible to diRtin~uish between
nure research ann research for economic or
military nurnoses. In the last analysis,
everv narticle of scientific knowled~e could
be translated into term~ of economic ~ain or
national security and, in a technoloqical society, ~cientific knowled~e meant power. Consequently, it was imoerative that coastal
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should exercixe some form of control over scientific research off their
coa~ts, even when it was carried out unstate~

der the

aus~ices

of purely scientific in-

stitutions."-7
Rrazil's position is easy to understand and difficult
to deny.

~he ~ro~res~ion

from fundamental research

to exuloitation of natural resources is clear.

II.

PLANS FOR MSR

It is evident that

have not achieved a

oceano~raphers

suitabl~

method for

and diplomats
progressin~

with MSR under the realiRned jurisdictional reaime
that

ha~

emerp,ed from UNCLOS.

In any event, should

UNCLOS be successful and produce a comprehensive treaty
on the Law of the Sea, or should no treaty

emer-~e

from

the discussions, a plan will be needed by the US for
the conduct of MSR in the EEZs of coastal states.
Seuarate MSR Convention
Several

su~eestions

have been mentioned by diplo-

mats, scientists and others at the international level
and below, for

proceedin~

with MSR

durin~

an interim

period, until the treaty enters into force, or under a
no treaty circumstance.
sug~estions

~he

most optimistic of these

nroposes that the new international law on

scientific research should be in the form of a separate
and distinct convention on MSR.- 8 This alternative
would seem to present the same problems that are now

being encountered at the UN.

The same clash of ideas
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and cultures that

i~

hamperinp. the current talks would

destroy effec ti ve neg:otiating procedures.
folly to think that one

comnrehen~ive

II

I t is sheer

document could

be signed by all members of the community of nationso,,-9
~he attem~t

ly

to remove science from the rest of the high-

~oliticized

International
A second

talks does, however, seem a bit hopeful.

Organization~
~ossibility

was conceived by the Inter-

national Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU).

It con-

siated of an international body that would serve as an
.

approving agent for proposed MSR proJects.

-10

This

idea was nresented in 1958 at the First UNCLOS, but

was discarded by the US after Interior Department officials objected.

~he

US may have been fearful of in-

truders harvesting the benefits of the US continental
shelf or

~aining

coastal access and

conductin~

clandes-

tine investigations.
rrhe ICSU proposal had a number of supporters

-11

and itl!! defeat in 1958 did not end the push towards
the idea of a central marine science

p,overnin~

body

for the oceans.

The Dowers of any international

controllin~ or~an

ization would vary accordine to the interests of the
narty that
a

~osture

desi~ned

the organization.

It could assume

of complete control, like the proposed In-

ternational Seabed Authority, or it could have a
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suo3tantlally insignificant role as a p,o-between.
Supporters of an

international control body cite the

successful Outer Space ~reaty-12 as an indication that
international

a~reements

on scientific research can

be peace fully cone Ludad ,
~he

oceans do present a different medium to the

negotiators and the Drospeets of economic return appear much

clo~er

most LDCs.

in the oceans than in outer space for

Because of the visibility of potential gains

from the oceans and the diversity of each country's internal problems, cultures and technical capabilities,
the
no

Bolo~na

~lobal

Workshop on Marine Science concluded that

solutions are possible for marine science.

This is extremely important when

attemptin~

-1)

to justify

an international body as a solution to MSR.
Many of the international

~SR or~anizations

deny

the fact that an international solution is not feasible.

They

~oint

out that MSR has been conducted under

the auspices of international organizations within and
outside the UN structure.

In

~eneral,

these

~roups

are better equipped to deal with access to waters in
foreign maritime zones because of their international
character.

~hey

also note, that they have played a

part in the development of MSR in the LDGs and have
14
received reco~nition at UNCLOS.A brief account
of their impact on international MSR, the thoughts and
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development of Lrycs in MSR, and the potential for future significance of international MSR

or~anizations,

is necessary for consideration of either the first or

second alternatives that have been presented.
~he

Intergovernmental

(lOG) of the

U~

Oceano~raphic

is generally

re~arded

international body administrating

Commission

as the leading

pro~rams

of MSR.

By

1973 it had 74 member countries and had initiated several major oceanographic expeditions and over 200

. t·r·
901en
1 1C cru i ses. -15

I t h a d a 1 so been c h osen as th e

lead ap.ency to implement the International Decade of
Ocean

~xploration

of the

Lon~-term

and Expanded Program

of Oceanic exploration and Research, (IDOE of LEPOR>.

In this capacity the IOC believed they had the political influence necessary to keep their programs going
_16
and to be effective.
~hese two points are the foci
of doubt by many nations of the world.
Even with
quently

ber~.-17

~rowin~ L~C

re~arded

membership, the IOC is fre-

as a rich-man's club by many LDC mem-

They feel they have no significant input into

the operations or decision makin~ of the organization.
A

~lance

at the roster of members indicates that half

the countries of the world have not joined the TOC.
This ·may significantly reduce both the influence and the
effectiveness of the IOC, especially
many coastal states are not members.

considerin~

that
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IDO~

The membership of the

also reveals the dom-

inance of the developed countries.
Y.id-~mt

Most African and

nations. as well as some Asian nations, have

not joined the r00E.

The

ar~uments

ter around the fact that the

of the LUCs cen-

develo~ed

nations, prim-

arily the US, control all aspects of MSR under IOC
~his

auspices.

may be justified by

examinin~

of research projects beinp. conducted. their

the types

geo~raphic

locations and their immediate benefits to the developin~

world. (Appendix One)
~he

position and attitude of the US concerning

its role in the IOC is alAO

strikin~ly

pertinent.

The US. by its own admittance, does playa lead role

in IOC

~ro~ramSt

tain prestige.- 18

but also participates only to mainSueh a policy provides a ~reat deal

of discouragement to a prospective LDC member of the
IOC.

~hey

do not want to be controlled by a major

power. yet an international

or~anization

may not be able

to be of use to the LDC without major power partioipants.
The staff of the

roc and other international organ-

izatione offer different reasons for their continued existence.

~hey ~tate

that

"the scientific study of the sea is a natural
field of international scientific ccoperation.
Moreover, such cooperation is necessary if human understannin~ of the oceans is to keep pace
with human needs."-19

In support of these Reneral comments

Jor~e

Vargas of
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Mexico indicates that,
"!!Ie i enti fie reElearc h ac ti vi ties in oc eans C ould
result in ~enuine coordinated efforts of an international nature, since Mexico shares the opinion that such activities do not recognize
boundaries ••• (therefore) the sea, far from dividina us, is the element that can best unite
us. tI - 20
The
tific

roc's primary fune tion is

to "promote sc ien-

of the oceans with a view to learn-

investi~ation

lnp more about the nature and resources of the oceans
-21
through the concerted actions of its members."
It
does not carry out the research itself, but this is
not necessarily a major weakness of the
The IOC operates as a cohesive

mental process of

brin~in~

the same project.
insufficient

a~ent

nations

or~anization.

in the develop-

to~ether

Their mediocre success is due to

fundin~

and their unique and
. .
-22
no~ i tlon withln the UN st~ucture.
Accordin~

or~anization.

vices 2) norm creation and
vance and settlement of

national

confusi~

to Skolnikoff there are four functions

of an international

The present

to work on

elamorin~

or~anization

They are, 1) ser-

alloc~tionJ J)

dis~utes;

rule obser-

and 4) operations.

-2)

for a separate and distinct interto control MSR would provide all

four of the basic functions to its members, while fulfillinE the goal of

~SR

. the oceans." -24
pialn

to "observe, understand and ex-

Unf ortunate 1y, a truly represen-

tative international orqanization has not developed and
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satisfied these requirements.
a~pears. thou~h.

It

that international

tiona have a place in the future of MSR.

or~aniza

The

reNT

has indicated that they should be used more frequently
in the future to conduct
acce~ted.

M~R

and this concept has been

It is still uncertain if these

or~anizations

can equally distribute costs and benefits of the research.
Re~ional Arran~ements

third avenue that may provide a means of mu-

~he

tually beneficial MgR for the researcher and coastal
state is

re~ional arran~ements.

or~anizations

The

~rowth

of regional

to handle a variety of common interests

indicates acceptance of this approach by many nations.
Not only have the developed nations been the leadera in

organizin~

regional defense treaties, but they

-25 Indications are

have spawned many non-defense pacts.
that many
CLOSt

-26

re~ional

marine pacts may emerge after UN-

~hese or~anizations

mayor may not be ami-

cable to the idea of unrestricted MSR in their regional
water~

and consequently the

US

oceanographic commuriity

may be deliberately excluded from doing research in
-27
broad areas of the oceans.
On the other hand, it has been shown that regional
a~reements

have a number of distinct

international

a~reements.

advanta~es

over

Paramount amonp, these are

80

the facts that

re~ional

treaties are easier to create

and that reRional marine agreements would be preferable to
The

,
nat~onal

Btren~th

firm or

la~t

'f
"
' d '~c t'lon. -28
extenslons
0 '
marltlme
JurlS

of these unions does not always remain
forever, but it establishes a base from

which to proceed.
fically, that

History has shown, in Surope speci-

re~ional a~reement9

can provide economic
returns and security to all the participants.- 29
The increase in coastal state jurisdiction may
make it imperative for the LDC coastal states to form
and

~articipate·in

arran~ements

develoumental arranqements.

These

may help reduce the potential damav.e the

coastal states may cause to their own marine environment and resources by their lack of sufficient marine
mana~ement experience.- 30
The formation of

re~ional a~encies

technical personnel from the countries
re~ion

comnosed of

comprisin~

could be used to advise their respective

the

~overn-

ments on the purpose8 and intentions of research request.ed by developed nations.

Thi~

would help establish

credibility for the internal MSR structures of the re~ional

for

nations as well as reduce the red-tape required

~ainin~

It is

access to their waters by Western societies.

encourap.in~

to note that the Chairman of the

IOC, after the 1977 UNCLOS sessions ended, reported
that

L~C

coastal states appeared concerned and willing

81

to act in a "responsible fashion" when

dealin~

with

individual states or international organizations on
marine matters.-

31

If coastal states realize their vital role in the
mana~ement

of the waters within their EEZs, and the

im~ortant ,reasons

joinin~

behind nroper marine

mana~ement

by

tORether in regional qroups outside assistance
technolo~ically

from the

advanced nations may be easier

to arrange.
Bilateral
~he

A~reements

fourth approach available to conquer the MSR

dilemma is to

com~lete

bilateral treaties with those

countries in whose waters US scientists desire to conduct research.

This has been the traditional US

ap~

proach for many years and will most likely continue
32
after a treaty is a~reed u~on or in place of one.~here

are some limitations to the effectiveness

of future bilateral treaties.

~any

treaties will prob-

ably be concluded with other developed nations with
whom the US already posResses
shins.

~he~e

~ood workin~

relation-

would be formed to avoid the restrictions

of either the new codified laws of a successful UNCLOS
or to establish their own form of customary law.
Bilateral agreements with the LOGs, "if they are
in fact to provide

meanin~ful

benefits, will have to

82
~rovide

the coastal state with more

si~nificant

bene-))

fita than those set forth in Article 250" of the leNT.
~his

second

assum~tion

it must be considered.

mayor may not be the case, but
If coastal states do demand

more benefits,then the scientists may prefer to work
within the known restrictions of the
establishing bilateral

reNT

instead of

a~reements.

Non-Observance of Special Maritime Jurisdiction
final alternative is for US oceanographers to
the new zones of coastal ~tate juriSdiction.- 34

~he

i~nore

US R/Vs would conduct MSR in the contested waters demonstratin2 the US intentions of

-

preservin~

MSR.

This

alternative may meet with some success in waters of
nations who have no means of enforcin£ their new laws.
Yet, it may also result in the loss of very expensive
oceano~raphic

the means to

vessels if the coastal state does possess

ca~ture

the R/Ve.

It would also heighten

the fears of many LDCs.

The five possibilities offered, and variations
of them, do not provide a suitable alternative to an
UNCLOS treaty.

The US has to formulate a new approach

to MSR that can be reviewed as innovative and sup?ortive
of the

U~

oceanographic community, yet amenable to the

conditions demanded by the

developin~

coastal states.

I
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Wulf to John Knauss, January 25. 1978. From the private files of John A. Knauss.
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31Letter from Norman Wulf to John A. Knauss,
January 25. 1978. Private files of John A. Knauss.

34~Tohn Craven, Statement in "0ceano~raphers
See Work Crippled by New Re~ime," in Ocean World,
vol. 1, no. 1 (1978). 1'. 11.
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VI
A NATIONAL POLICY FOR MSR

The United States has suffered
crises in its brief history.

~he

throu~h

many severe

circumstances

facin~

our international MSR effort do not qualify as one of
this country's greatest calamities.

If science is

halted in a 200 mile wide coastal belt,

surroundin~

all

the continents, a decline in man's understanding of the
marine

~rocesses

that affect him can be expected.

How-

ever, a complete halt to marine science is unlikely.
Many of the

technolo~ically advanced

nations will cer-

tainly not halt scientific research in their own waters

_.

or on the

hi~h

seas.

Likewise, many of the developinp,

nations will seek assistance in learning more about
the marine environments adjacent to their shores.
"Ultimately scientists will work where they can
find suitable conditions, thus de~riving other
re~ions of the increased knowled~e, and often
of the educational opportunitie~ that accompany
participation in research pro~rams."-l
Por these reasons it is clear that any program
that the UR can offer that may assist this natural continuation of

~~SR

will be accepted

by

some. if not many,

countries seekin": the answers to the oceans endless
questions.
I.

A NATIONAL POLICY

An inteRral part of the proposed policy would be

-- .
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a standard format for

arran~in~

jects anywhere in the world.

US operated MSR pro-

This would ultimately

destroy a portion of the independence of each separate
researchin~

institution and would also

req~ire

State

Department policy adjustments on a number of vital
international issues.

It would,

thou~h,

centralize

the US international MSR efforts.
Also within this system would be a

controllin~

body, possibly UNOLS. to enforce US performance standards for MSR urojects and to act as the

nerr,otiatin~

liason with the coastal states.
A
~SR

~eneral

and a

list of what the US objectives are in

non-ne~otiable

US will fulfil when

list of

obli~ations

conductin~ re~earch

that the

must also

be embodied in the national policy.

As a matter of policy the US should make

si~ni

ficant increases of educational and training aid to

LDCa that can help solve the immediate needs of the
respective nations.
throu~h

international

ly to the recipient.

This assistance can be channeled
or~anizations

or provided direct-

In return, the US should be allowed

to monitor the use of the

fund~

or personnel provided.

If assistance was requested for MSR the us should exnect that a stronp- national interest exists in the coastal state for this tyue of

~rowth

and that any aid pro-

vided can be halted if the recipient fails to maintain
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US standards.
Interspersed
oceano~ranhic

throu~hout

the opinions of the US

community on the consent issue is found

a subtle, but constant insinuation that the LuCs are
not able to make rational decisions on 'MSR.
~ears

to be the crux of the issue.

~his

ap-

There does not ap-

near to be much ontimism bV the scientists that consent
will be

~ranted

velopin~

states.

with few Minor complications by the deSuch an apathetic impression can cre-

ate adverse attitudes towards permitting,
waters by some of the

~S R

in coatal

L~r.s.

Of course. the scientists are concerned that they
will be excluded from the best research waters of the
oceans.

It must be realized, though, that this fear

is generated from the fact that a few xenophobic
ernments of some LDCs are
others to be wary of
countries.
ment~

any

~'''SR

controllin~

gOV-

or persuading

conducted by the developed

"It cannot be presumed that Loz Ic a I a rau-

will automatically nrevail in the LOS Conference

~ore

than they do in Conqress, corporate board

rooms or faculty senates.,,-2
~he

ohvious fact that mos t of the developing states

do not possess a
doe~

MSq

infrastructure is alarming and

present nroblems, but there

i~

no reason to be-

lieve that assistance will not be requested from neighborin~

states, comoetent international organizations
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or even from the

researchin~ in~titution,

itself, to

helu make the proper decisions when consent is requested.
Assumin~

that coastal states may seek advice or

may actually make rational decisions on
in their

~~Zs,

MSR

will reduce the apprehensions of the

oceanographic community
factor in

su~~ested

formulati~

tremendou~ly.

Thi~

a US position on MSR;

is a key
ap~reciation

of the concern that the coastal state holds in the
waters off its coasts.
Finally the option should be available to the
coastal state to submit any request for

conductin~

in their REZ to any competent international or
or~anization

they desire for review.

MSR

re~ional

This would

he~p.

clari£y any items the coastal state did not understand.
and

~ive

~roject

added assurance to the researcher that the

was reviewed by competent individuals.

II.
1.

COMPONENTS OF A NATIONAL POLICY

State ~enartment reco~nition of the jurisdictional ~owers of coastal states over ~SR in the

U~

F:EZ.
2.

ns Objectives in MSR
a. Peaceful acqui~ition of scientific
b.

c.

d.
e.
f.
R;.

knowled~e

Rational use of the oceans
Predictability
Pr~serve and nrotp.ct US marine interests
Assist and promote international and re~ional
M~~ for the benefit of mankind
~stablish educational pro~rams for L1C MSR
administrators and ~overnment officials
~ake no legal claims based on MSR
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3.

Centralized ~~~ Control Or~anization
a. ryata center for US MSR projects
b. Project coordinator
c. Set minimum standards for research nerformance
d. Ne~otiate re~earch ~reaties with forei~n
p-overnmenta and institutions

4.

Standards and

Obli~ations

for

Concludin~

Treaties

Coverin~ MSR in Coastal State F.F.Zs
a. ~eco~nize coa~tal state's concern for proper
develonment of its ~EZ
b. Reco~nize the internal needs and concerns of

c.
d.

the coastal state
is conducted for the benefit of mankind
Suecific obligations to the coastal state
less than six months in advance of the
pronosed arrival date1) . Indicate the nature and objectives of the
nroject
2)
Indicate the method and means of research
J)
Indicate the geo~raphic areas of activities
4)
State the proposed arrival and departure
dates
5)
Indicate the name of the sponsorin~ institution and ~roject director
Other requirementsr
6)
i. Permit the coastal state to narticipate in all ~haBes of the project, if
it 80 desires, financed by the US,
OR
ii. The coastal state may request o~tional
assi3tance, of an equal monetary amount
to the cost of participating in the MSR,
for use in meetin~ more important internal needs of the coastal state that
are also of a marine nature,
OR
iii. ~he coastal state may request optional
assistance, equal to the costs in 6.i
above, for use in meetin~ more imoortant internal needs of the coastai state
that are not marine related.
7)
The coa~tal state has the right to submit
the research proposal to a competent re~ional or international or~anization for
review
8)
The coastal state has the ri~ht to have
copies of all data and samples which may
be divided without detriment to their scientific value
~SR

No

!
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9)

The coastal Atate has the right to have
internretations of all aspects of the MSR
10)
~nAure that the research results are made
internationally available through approuriate coastal ~tate, US or international
channels, as soon as practicable after
completion of the re~earch.
e. Coastal State Obligations
1)
If the cORRtal state selects option 4.d.
6.i or 4.d.6.ii above, then they must
show a growing national infrastructure in MSR
and a national commitment for proper marine
environmental mana~ement
2)
The coastal state must facilitate access
to their porte for the research vessels
3)
~he coaBtal state must respond to a consent
request within four months of its receipt
i. If consent has not been ~ranted, the
coastal state should give the reason
and indicate if another application
will be accented
ii. If no response is received, than the
project is assumed to have been rejected.
4)
If the coastal state acce~ts option 4.d
6.iii above, then the coastal state can.
in no way, interfere with the proposed
MSR project.
The policy presented for consideration is not one
that will meet with eager acceptance by the State Department. the US
states.

oceano~raphic

community or the coastal

But it is one that offers

sli~htly

more leeway

to the scientists and indicates to the coastal states
the genuine interest the US has in their development.
Any mention of the territorial sea or the hip,h Beas
were unnecessary, because these areas have not been
under discussion.
Section t.

US State

~he ~tate

~epartment

Department must finally yield to the

I
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reco~nize

obvious and

in the new REZ.

The

the right of the coastal state

overwhelmin~

international move

to organize functional marine zones would be easier
to

acce~t

by a uniform recognition of the EEZ and the ·

coastal state jurisdiction
ficial

chan~e

accompanyin~

it.

The of-

in US policy would not really come as a

surnrise to the international community and would certainly provide improved relations between the

US

and

many countrie5 of the world.
~he

diplomatic tendency has been to present the

official US view of freedom of scientific research, but
not to raise

si~nificant

territorial sea or to the
difficult for the US to

objections to the twelve mile
~RZ

concept.

disa~ree

It would be

on some of the function-

al ideas encompassed within the EEZ, because of our own
fighin~

and environmental protection laws.
meani~ful

as a prerequisite to future
is essential for official US
of coastal states in the

Section 2.

MSR projects, it

reco~nition

of the rights

E~Z.

US Objectives in MSR

The US objectives of this section are
for the

ba~is

lateral or

Therefore,

~eneral

ideas

of policy and future agreements of a bi-

re~ional

the aim of peaceful

form.

Foremos~ amon~

acqui~ition

these would be

of scientific

knowled~e.

Such a broad statement can infer many different types of

I
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research, but the implication has been made clear that
coastal states will control all research in their EE?.
~herefore,

open.

the interpretation of this statement is left

Afterall,

"if one

exnre~ses belief in the urinciples that
scientific research is to be for peaceful purposes, is to benefit all mankind, and shall not
form a le~al basis for claims to resources or
areas, the question of what type of research
may be carried on seems to be superfluous."-)

This statement also encompasses other principles
that should form the support ' for US MSR.

Additionally,

it should be mentioned that scientific research is a
rational use of the ocean and deserves the widest possible freedom and a

si~nificant

amount of predictability.

This would reinforce the moral beliefs of the oceanoaraphers and indicate to the

developin~

countries that

the US still supports complete access to those area of
the oceans that have been placed under political control
by coastal states.
Another

im~ortant

that indicates the MSR

objective to be preserved is one
~ro~rams

of

U~

institutions are

in coordination with the overall US effort to preserve
and protect vital US marine interests throughout the
world.

This may not be very agreeable to the oceano-

~raphers

who desire to escape from any State Department

or Naval connections with their sponsorinR

or~anizationB,

but it must be a uart of a national policy.

It is com-

mon knowledp,e, in any case, that much of the US ocean-

I

~raphic

research done by private institutions receives

funds from the civil p,overnment and the military, and
this should not form a barrier to future international
research programs by the US.
On a completely different tack, but one necessary
in

normalizin~

relations between the

US

and LDCs,

stron~

emnhasis should be placed on providing assistance and
nromotin~
U~

international and regional MSR.

uarticipation in international MSR

The present

or~anizations

is

commendable, but it has also been indicated that the
amount of US aid and interest in the LDCs is pitifully
-4
small.
us university assistance is also pla~ued by
financial constraints and the loss of faculty expertise
when

becomin~

involved in international assistance pro-

p.:rams.
A national commitment for

pro~rams

would generate support for these

of this type

pro~rams

within the us

and facilitate the efforts of those agencies and institutions that are currently working in this area.
rectly related to these assistance
opment of a US

pro~ram

of

pro~rams

providin~

Di~

is the devel-

traininp, for L9C MSR

aministrators and Rovernment Officials.

It has been men-

tioned repeatedly that effective MSR decisions by LDCs
are impossible without having the internal
·
an d i n t eres t 1n

t he

.
•
-5
mar1ne
enVIronment.

knowled~e

R
) ecently,

•
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ha~

the TOC
of

Lnc

bep-un to offer Rcholarships to individuals

nations to attend the

the University of

~hode

~arine

Island.

Affairs

Pro~ram

at

Such scholarships of-

fered bv the US itself and the willingness of the US to
provide local administrative traininp, in the LOCs, would
be major

comnonent~

of a

that is truly concerned

~vgtem

about the development of the rest of the world.
Section

J.

Centralizerl

intention of

~he

r.ontrol

~SR

thi~

Or~anization

recommendation is not to form

another bureaucratic agency.

If the

oceano~raphers'

interest in reducing access and predictability problems
in

~BZs

remains, and an earnest desire is instilled in

them to work as a unit, a central controllin~ body would
a vital role.

~erve

It would have to

a~sume

the functions of the National

Ocean Data Center of the National

Oceano~raphic

and AtI

mosuheric Administration.
of efforts and

would avoid duplication

~his

the marine science community know-

~ive

of activities that may be uertinent to each other's

led~e

research.
~he

or~anization

representative for
cruige
from

~round

forei~n

arran~ement~

tho~e ~SR

would

al~o

be the

ne~otiatin~

treaties and individual

of its member institutions.

ingtitutions

havin~

Input

substantial back-

in international
relations and the supoort
of
.
.

the State Department woulrt lend

pre9ti~e

to the

I
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negotiatin~

~e~regentative

and would reduce the number

of red-tape procedures to be followed in the present
system of consent request.

UNOLS

cur~ently

expand to

some of these functions and could
assume the

com~lete

performs

status of the central control or-

f!anization.
Standards and ObliFations for Concludin~
Treatles CoverinF MSR in Coastal State E3Zs

Section 4.
~hese

standard~

the current

idea~

and

obli~ations

include much of

found in the lCNT but make sip.;ni.fi-

cant additions to the requirements of the coastal state.
Coincidin~

MSR

with the US intention of developing a national

nollcv, it is recoRnized by the US that coastal

states have a vital concern for the proper development
of their EEZs.
~~z

is not

If this coastal state interest in the

reco~nized

by the US, then there would be

no way to indicate that the research beinrr, conducted
by the US is not detrimental to the interests of the

coastal state.
~his

of the

first recommendation states that, re p';ardless

trainin~

coa~tal ~tate,

and knowledqe of the people of the

they are aware and

knowled~eable enou~h

to recoRnize the needs of proper marine
the

~F,Z.

mana~ement

of

In conjunction with this requirement, the US

must recoRnize the needs and concerns of the coastal
state and its people.

~his obli~ation

refers to the

I
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potential economic benefits that may accrue to the
coastal state from its coastal waters, and to any internal
problems the country may have.
A broad statement should also be included as a
conductin~ Wg~

standard for

by any US institution.

It is

that scientific research and the development of the oceans
are for the benefit of all mankind.

This also serves

as one of the national objectives.
Specific

obli~ations

that the

coastal state are similar to leNT

us
249~

has towards the
but not as

extensive and under a more lenient time frame.
to

assi~the

oceanorr,raphers by

eliminatin~

This is done

some of the

minute details demanded by the Group of 77 in UNCLOS,
yet still provide adequate and informative data to the
coastal state

concernin~

all aspects of the proposed

project.
Certain

obli~ations

are incurred without any

specific time period indicated.
radical

chan~e

incor~orate,
conce~t~

~iven

of

These articles involve a

from any nroDosals made at UNCLOS and

as did some of the previous

technolo~y

transfer.

su~gestions,

the

The coastal state is

three choices after consentinR to a US MSR project.

Pirst, the coastal state can narticipate in all phases
of the nroject, at the entire expense of the US.
of LryC
will

~articinants

de~end

upon the

Numbers

and other relevant information
ty~e

of research project and the soace

9,8

on board the research vessel.

Or. the coastal state

can request financial aid of an amount equivalent to that

which would have been snent had they participated in the
anproved project, for use on another problem of a marine
nature. that is more directly relevant to their country's

Cr. the coastal state can request financial

needs.

aSRistance of the same amount for use in a non-marine
related field which requires more immediate attention
than the proposed project.
In return. the coastal state must meet specific

obligations to the

U~.

If they

a~ree

to either the

first or second alternative, they must show, to the
satisfaction of the
Controlli~~

is

bein~

Negotiatin~

Representative of the

Organization. that a national infrastructure

developed and that a national commitment for

the development of the marine environment and MSR exists
within their country.
realiAtic

bud~et.

This would include such items as a

jobs. and

reco~nition

of the value of

oceanoEtrauhers.
Such requirements can help the US institutions
better understand the attitudes of the
whom they wish to deal.

for the

researchin~

request and

~overnments

with

It also provides an opportunity

institution to withdraw its consent

~roposal

if the conditions are not conducive

to effective research.

If the coastal state selects the

third alternative. then they would be required not to
fere in any way whatsoever with the proposed project.

inter~

If

a
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occur~

any trouble

the

US

could then withdraw its

assi~tance.

Additional US
include the

ri~ht

obli~ations

to the coastal state

of the coastal state to have the

research proposal reviewed by a competent international
or

re~ional or~anization.

understandin~
o~raphic

~ives

~ealizinR

the limits of

of some of the LOGs for complex ocean-

studies, this may be a preferred method.

It

the coastal state the chance to have the proposal

analyzed and interpreted so they may better understand
the consequences of the research.

If, at any time, the

coastal state still wishes to deny consent, it may be
assumed that the project, in some way, intrudes on the
rights of the coastal state in the REZ.
involved for

~rantin~

The time limits

consent in this situation would

have to be extended.
Other aspects of the

obli~ations

are for coastal

state access to all data and samples. and open publication

throu~h

channels.

aupropriate local, US or international

~he

alternatives.

publication

su~~estion

provides several

local country is allowed to publish

~he

their own project interoretations and conclusions through
their own channels, or the

researchin~

state will choose

its own route of publication, no matter what actions
the coastal state
~he

follow~.

onlv other

obli~ations

incurred by the coastal

state are to facilitate access to ports and supplies
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for the research vessels and to urovide a response to
a consent request within four months of the receipt
of the request.

~his

resnonse should indicate whether

or not the pronosal has been approved.

If it has not,

why not, and whether a revised proposal can be submitted.

If no resnonse is received within the US time

restrictions, then it must be assumed that the project
has not been accepted.

These requirements are necessary

to increase the nredictability for the researching institutions.

,
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SUMMARY

~he

thesis has

develo~ed

from the very early in-

dications that many problems currently exist that detract from

conductin~

us insitutions.

meanin~ful

efficient and
~hown

It has been

MSR by

that the development

of the uositions of the US and the LDCs since World
War II have been in different directions and in uur~his diver~ent

suit of adverse objectives,

develop-

ment and the corresnonding official views, combined
with the ranid

~rowth

of international influence .of

the LDGs. has caused havoc to

I

rei~n

at UNCLOS since

1973.
Attemnts by international orp.anizations to provide an effective role as international
MSR have also met with limited success.

of the international

or~anizations

mana~ers

of

The dominance

by the Western so-

cieties has unintentionally ostracized the newly indenendent
~he

LDC~.

lJNCLOS and many other private seminars have

indicated that a
LDCs is

lackin~

~enuine

in

concern for the future of the

develo~ed nation~.

the rrrouu of 77 in UNCLOS

ha~,

The power of

in the mean time. been

able to shaue the future of the Law of the Sea.
territorial

~ea

boundaries and an Exclusive

Zone have been established.

New

~conomic

Within the BEZ the coastal

state has comulete juriRdiction over MSq and all other

\

10J

activities, except navigation, overfli~ht and cable
lavin~.

will

mhe~e

emer~e

conclusion~,

are irrefutable

and they

from a successful or unsuccessful comole-

tion of UNCLOS.
~he

US has maintained its ancient traditions of

a three mile territorial sea and freedom of scientific
creatin~

research, while unilaterally
sions of jurisdictional
tion control.

~his

~owers

functional exten-

over fishing and pollu-

has hurt the international

ima~e

of the country and made a mockery of US demands at the
LOS r,onference.
Other methods were

a~temnted, includin~

of fundamental from annlied research.
nrovided in the

ICN~

separation

The loopholes

eliminate any efforts to success-

fully differentiate between fundamental and apolied
research.
was

The concent of an lIinternational authorityll

disre~ar~

as a matter of course.

were unable to convince the
not include

reco~nition

MSR in the F.BZ.
team at
mum

UN~Lns

demand~

Recau~e

L~Cs

of

The negotiators

anythin~

of the Lrycs jurisdiction over
of

thi~

the US negotiating

has been required to accent the maxi-

of the developin£ countries.

The value of MSR cannot be questioned.
is

that did

overwhelmin~

that it is of

The proof

univer~al ~ipnificance

and should be continued in as many areas of the oceans
as nossible, under whatever restrictions are required.
tJntil e:uch

nroblem~

are solved, it apnears that a

i
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technolo~y as~ista~ce

commitment bv the US for
the

formin~

of a

~eneral

to LUGs,

oolicV for MSR pro"-rams, and

a stronp." fundin£': mechanism would hell) the OS repress
its

e~otistic ima~e

develonin~

with the

~evelopin~

world.

~he

states, on the other hand, must make similar

internal commitments to the necessity of science prop."ram~, trainin~,

and

creatin~ ~ositions

~er

for their

sonnel.
With all this in mind, a uniform national policy
is proposed.

It will d€crease the access and predict-

ability requirements for
conduct research in the

oceano~raohers desirin~
~~Zs

condlv, it will modify the

of coastal states.

~ross divEr~enc6

the US and those countries not as developed.
icy forces the US

oceano~ranhic

an entirely new apnroach to
si~nificant.

Se-

between
~he

pol-

community to accent

oceano~raphy.

it requires the US

to

~overnment

Rqually as
to take

active notice of the importance of worldwide oceano~ral)hv

anrl of nrovidinp

ance to the Lllr.s.

substan~iRl B~ucational

In return the L')Cs must understand

it takes years to develon an

science and

assist-

th~t as~i~tance

infra~tructur6

in marine

from the develooed nations

will be needed to achieve their

~oals.

I

APPH;NDrx I
INDBPENDENT COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD

'c oun trv

Af~h.anistan

Alhania
ALcreria
Andorra
Anp-nla
Arp'entina
Australia
Austria
B~hamas

'Qahrain
13ane:ladeEth
'Barbados
Be l.!dum
~enin

'qhutan
Bolivia
Botswana '
~razil

Bulp'aria
Rurma.
~urundi

Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Cane Verde
Central African Rmpire
Chad
Chile
r:hina, PR
China, ~ep.
Columbia
Comor-o I~.
Con.o.:o
Costa ~ica

Cuba

loci

UN

~RZ/EFZ

19 44

x

'3

x

f,

x
x
x

1

1962

200

200-".:?Z
200-EF'Z

J

12-~F'Z

'3

12-EFZ

,

x
x
x

:3
12

200-~RZ

200-RFZ

1973
1971
1971

200-RF'Z

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

9

12
18
12

ODS
1960
1966
lq48

1962
1949
1960

x

J

J
12

f,

12

1

10

x

Czecho~lova-

x

nenmark
T)ominican

x

x

200-RFZ

12

'3
12

LL

1975
1960

LL

1960

LL

19 4 5

"3

x

x

GDS

200-1<;PZ

100

x
x

LL
LL

100-EF'Z

x
x

GDS

1966

1*

200
12
1.2

LL

1975

12-~l<"'Z

x

4

GDS

L1

)

12

x

x
x

LL!GDS

LL
1S
12

X

x
x

~enublic

't'S

x

x

Cv o ru s

kia

L~PO~

Indep.
s i nc e

200-RFZ
200-Er.:Z
200-E""'Z
200-EF'Z

1975
1960

1960

LL
:3

J
6

200-:<':PZ
12-E~Z

!

106

UN
Gountrv
'F.cuador
X
x
~l Salvador
l\quatorial
x
~uinea
~thlopia

Fiji
l:'inland
l:'ranc e
r.a'bon
r.am'bia
(':ermanv, E.
r,ermany. w.
('!hana
r.renada
nreece
'!uatemala
~uinp.a

IOC/

LEPOR
3

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

19
1*

15

x

Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Ivorv Coast
Jamaica
Janan
Jordan
Khmer Ren.
Kenya
l(orea, 1\1.
Korea, s.

x
x
x

x
x

12

1968

12
:3

1970

12
100
SO,

:3

3

1

1.2

12-~"'Z

12-EF'Z
56-EEZ
100-~F'Z

J

15-EF'Z

2

l~

200-~F'Z

2
1

1,2
12

200-F.?Z

12
12

50-EPZ

:3
6

200-EFZ

12
6
12

12 ..EF'Z

6

x

Laos

x

Lebanon
x
Lesotho
x
Liberia
x
Libya
x
Liechtenstein
Luxembour-z
x
r~adagascar
x
Valewi
x

1944
1947
GDS

1948

)
'}

1960
1962

6-F.F'Z

1949
1944

LL

1966

LL

12

200
12

50

GDS

12-EFZ

12

1*

GDS

1946
1975
196)
1945
1945

1*

1

ens

LL

12

~uwait

1957
1974-

GDS

GDS
GDS

1958
19741966

12
12

2

19 4 5

GDS

200-~FZ

150

2

1960
1965

200-~T."'Z

1)0

2

LL/GDS

GDS

6

x

x
x

200

)0

x

x
x
x
x
x

200-~FZ

1

Guinea Bissaux
'!uyana
x
Haiti
x
Honduras
x
Hun2ary

EF.Z/EFZ

4

x

x

TS
200

Indep.
since
194-4

GDS

1951
1960
1964

LL
LL
1L

I

107

IOC/

r.ountr:r
T'l'alaysla
~J1aldi ve Is
tJlali
~alta

¥auritania
Mauritiug
Mexico
fI'1'onaco
Nlomrolia
~·I!o!,occ 0

Mozambique

UN

x

LEPOR

TS

1

12

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

3-55

Southern
Yemen
Spain

200-EF'Z

1957
1965

1

6

1

)0
)0

J

12

200-~~Z

1

12

200-EPZ
12-EYZ

20-~FZ

70-'l:';FZ

2

x

200-~PZ

Nau ru

Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nieara2'ua
flJip'e r
Nio:eria
N'orway
Oman
'Pakistan
Panama
Panua New
r.uinea
Parap.;uay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portu.cr,al
Qatar
lihodesia
t'{omania
Rwanda
:::;an "farina
~ao "'orne &
'Prine i'De
~audi Arabia
Sene,qal
Seyc he lIe's
Sierra Leone
Sin1rauore
Somalia
Sou th Africa

EEZ/EFZ

Inde1'
since
1944

12

12-RF'Z

)

12-K:<'Z

x
x
x

3

LL

1946
1956
1975
1968

LL

1

4

12-~F'Z

1Q60
1960

x
x
x
x

)0
4

12
12
200

200-£4'Z
50-E-;'Z
200-E?Z

x
x

LL

1947
1975

x
x
x
x
x
x

LL
GDS

200-£FZ

x
x
x

LL!GDS

1960
1964
1960
1968

x
6
3

0

'3
:3

1
4

200

LL
200-EF'Z

Spec ia 1 laws

3

GDS

200-~F'Z

'3
1

1946

12-Bt<'Z
1971
1965

12

1962

GDS
LL
LL
LL

x

1975

x
x

12

2

150
)

x

x
x
x

1
2

200
'3
200

6

200-l:.";F'Z
12-E?Z

1960
1976
1961
1965

1960
12-P.;;;Z

12-Er'Z

x
x

12

J

6

1967

12-EFZ

GDS

108

r, ountr

UN

~r
Lanka
Sudan

~urinam
~waziland

LEPOR

x

TS
1.2
12

x

GDS

x
LL

x

Sweden

4

x

~witzerland
~anzania
'ro~o

x
x

'rhailand

12-P;PZ

LL

1944
1961

12

2

50
12
12

1960
1970
1962

12
&

rruni~ia

'!'urkev
U~anda

UhF.
UAR(~~ynt)

GDS

2

x
x

~~ria

Tonp'a
""rinidad
lfIobaP.'o

loci

x

1

12

x

1

12
1)-12

x

x
x

1956
1.971

(iDS
LL
GDS

1960

LL

1962
12

12

x

United Kint!:- x
dam
United Statesx
U.S.S.R.
x
U'P'Der Volta x
Urup:uay
x
Vatican City
Venezuela
x
Vietnam
Western Samoa
Yemen
x
Yugoslavia
x
Zaire
x
Zambia
x

12-t<;F'Z
12-RFZ

21

3

200-Eli'Z

22
10

3
12

200-EF'Z
200-E·t<'Z

2

200

200-ERZ

(,

12

2

12

1949

3

1962

12
1.0
12

LL

1960
LL

UN - United Nations Member

IOC/LEPOR - Number of projects a participant in
*Non-IOC member
TS - ~erritorial Sea in nautical miles
~~Z/RFZ- ~xclusive Economic Zone or Exclusive Fishery
Zone in nautical miles
Inde~. since 19 44 - Year of independence since 1944
LL/r.ns- Land-locked or ~eographically disadvanta~ed

I

APPENDIX II
LETTERS

~he

enclosed letters were sent to over thirty

individuals,

or~anizations

and governmental agencies

and 120 members of the United Nations.
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